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Abstract:

We present a density functional approach to the description of nuclear giant reso-

nances (GR), using Skyrme type effective interactions. We exploit hereby the theorems of

Thouless and others, relating RPA sum rules to static (constrained) Hartree-Fock expec-

tation values. The latter are calculated both microscopically and, where shell effects are

small enough to allow it, semiclassically by a density variational method employing the

gradient-expanded density functionals of the extended Thomas-Fermi model. We obtain

an excellent overall description of both systematics and detailed isotopic dependence of GR

energies, in particular with the Skyrme force SkM*. For the breathing modes (isoscalar and

isovector giant monopole modes), and to some extent also for the isovector dipole mode, the

A-dependence of the experimental peak energies is better described by coupling two differ-

ent modes (corresponding to two different excitation operators) of the same spin and parity

and evaluating the eigenmodes of the coupled system. Our calculations are also extended

to highly excited nuclei (without angular momentum) and the temperature dependence of

the various GR energies is discussed.

*



1. Introduction

,J. The existence of strong resonances in nuclear photo-absorption cross sections, estab-

of lished in 1947 by Baldwin and Klaiber1), has been theoretically explained 2'3) as the man-

-rC- i festat ion of a collective mot ion of the nucleus of isovector d ipole t y p e 4 ) . La te r on, other

re exc i ta t ions of various mul t ipolar i t ies wi th strongly collective character , bo th of isoscalar

ke and isovector nature, have been observed5*. They are all understood in terms of small-

uii amplitude vibrations as a response of the nucleus to an external field generated by elec-

'R tromagnetic or hadronic probes.
l " A relevant microscopic description of such quantal harmonic modes is found in self-

consistent RPA calculations where both the single-particle states in the mean field corre-
1 r" sponding to the nuclear ground state and the particle-hole interaction responsible for the

' '" excitation are stemming from the same effective nucleon-nucleon force. Such calculations

are tractable but somewhat complicated and time consuming for large-scale investigations.

An elegant bypass is provided6) by the sum rule approach to the strength function SQ(E)

associated with a given excitation operator Q. In general terms, the sum rule m*. expresses

the ft-th moment (in energy E) of the strength distribution SQ(E) in a compact form in-

volving only the properties (i.e. the wavefunction) of the ground state. Furthermore,

upon restricting the summations involved in such moments to RPA states only, theorems

have been proven7"9) which allow to obtain some of the moments m* merely from the

knowledge of the uncorrelated Hartree-Fock (HF) ground state wavefunction.

In the present paper we will make use of these sum rules to describe nuclear giant

resonances, hereby replacing the static microscopic HF treatment of the nuclear ground

state by a selfconsistent semiclassical density variational approach using the extended

Thomas-Fermi (ETF) fiinctionals10). In this approach, average quantal effects due to the

finite size and the surface diffuseness of the nucleus are included in the form of density

gradient corrections, but the shell effects due to the mhomogeneous distribution of the

single-particle energies are explicitly omitted. For monopole and dipole giant resonances

this seems, in fact, to be justified by their successful description in terms of classical

hydrodynamics11'12). However, how possibly accidental this success is, may be illustrated

by the failure of hydrodynamics to describe correctly the A—dependence of the isoscalar

giant quadrupole resonance energies. The latter has been correctly reproduced by simple

but microscopical approaches13"18). It has also been retrieved in a classical framework



by the so-called fluid-dynamical approach19 23) whose main ingredient is the dynamical J

distortion of the Fermi sphere in momentum space. This leads to the explanation of

the giant quadrupole mode (and various other modes) as excitations of Landau zero-sound

type24). The distortion of the Fermi sphere in momentum space is intimately related to the {

scaling behaviour of the quantal single-particle wavefunctions in coordinate space. Both

mechanisms affect the restoring forces in the same way25'26K Through the use of sum rules c

it is, indeed, possible to incorporate these effects in the semiclassical density variational i

approach described in this paper. We should, however, stress the absolute necessity of

building hi these single-particle effects before making semiclassical approximations, as will '

be discussed in more detail in Section 2.3. 7-

With the noticeable exception of the electric dipole photo-absorption process, the

radial dependence of the excitation operator leading to a given giant resonance is generally

not very well known. Therefore, one first has to *nake a reasonable guess for it. Moreover,

even having made this choice, one still has to decide - whenever dealing with a substitute

for a fully microscopic RPA calculation - on the deformation path along which the collective

motion will take place. This latter choice specifies, in fact the energy range in which one

will explore the strength distribution for the chosen collective operator. For instance, for

fast diabatic motion dominating the higher energy region of isoscalar giant resonances,

the relevant collective path is that of a generalized scaling type leading to the positive

! energy-weighted Tn1 and m3 sum rules6). A prototype of this kind of dynamics appears

I to be the high-lying giant quadrupole resonance. A particular realisation of the scaling

approach to this mode due to Tassie27) is, indeed, fully consistent with the results of

microscopic approaches for the transition density (see e.g. ref.28)). Also for the monopole

mode, a similar agreement between the scaling ansatz29) and RPA results30) has been

found. (For the isovector dipole mode, the scaling approach corresponds to an almost j

pure surface mode and is not sufficient to explain the experimental data; it must be

supplemented12'31) by some amount of volume oscillations with a fixed surface4).) On the

other hand, for slow collective motion (adiabatic in a restricted acception) prevailing in the :

low-energy domain, one would rather consider a collective path generated by constrained

HF calculations leading to the knowledge of the negative energy-weighted m_! and m_3

sum rales632»33). Apart from the particular situations where the Pauli principle hinders

low-lying excitation strength (as hi light closed-shell nuclei, see e.g. the calculations34' for



„ - V.

al 1 6O and 4 0Ca), such collective paths are tailored for the description of low-lying surface r

.[ vibrations rather than for giant resonances.

A During the last few years, an increased interest has been raised in giant resonances

. e built not on the ground state configuration but on top of excited nucieai states, as sug-

-.Ii gested years ago by Brink35*. Indeed, recent experimental analyses of gamma ray spectra

cs observed in heavy-ion ( an ,7 ) 3 6 * and in ( P , T ) reactions37* give evidence for the existence of

al isovector dipole giant resonances built on highly excited compound nuclei. The extraction

of of resonance parameters from such data is a complicated task, in particular for the heavy-

_|[ ion reactions in view of the coupling of the vibration mode with the rotational motion of

possible deformed excited states38*.

As a first theoretical approach it is natural to extend the study of vibrational modes to

excited nuclei described as grand-canonical equilibrium states at a given temperature 3 9 ' 4 0 ' .

The corresponding microscopical framework is the finite-temperature HF + RPA ap-
r-T

proach41*. Selfconsistent calculations along these lines have recently been performed42 4 5 ' .
;te

Similarly to the zero-temperature case, a finite-temperature sum-rule approach has also

been proposed4 6"5 0*. Since shell effects are known39 '51* to disappear above nuclear tem-

peratures** T > 2 — 3 MeV, purely semi classical methods apply particularly well at such

temperatures. Recently, the ETF density functionals10* have been rigorously general-

' ized for fermion systems at finite temperatures5 2"5 4* and the corresponding variational

calculations have been shown10 '52 '54* to yield the same results as HF calculations for

T > 2.5 — 3 M e F . We shall therefore hi the present paper extend our numerical studies of

" n^ nuclear giant resonances systematically to modes involving statistically equilibrated "hot"

nuclear systems.

Li our calculations we employ throughout the Skyrme effective nucleon-nucleon inter-

action55 '56* in its generalized form (see, e.g., ref.34*). (The details of the Skyrme force and
o s the parameter sets used in this article are given in Appendix 2.1.) hi most of the present

results we have used the parametrisation SkM* obtained from a fit to radii and binding
t i i e energies of spherical nuclei and the fission barriers of heavy actinide nuclei1 0-5 7 ' . This
T 'ue force is believed to yield not only good ground state properties for nuclei not too far away

:iec* from the /3-stability line, but also reasonable surface and deformation properties. It has
r - 3 the same nuclear mat ter properties as the force SkM previously determined5 8 ' from a fit
iers ~> ~ ~ '

' throughout this paper, we put the Boltzmann constant k — 1 and use energy units
f o r (MeV) for the temperature



to isoscalar monopole and quadrupole giant resonances; in particular its incompressibility

modulus -K"oo = 217 MeV is low enough to give the correct breathing mode energies. We

neglect throughout the pairing correlations which - besides doubly closed-shell nuclei where

they are negligible anyhow - generally give very small corrections to the giant resonance

properties, as seen e.g. hi the isovector dipole case31 '.

The present work deals mainly with natural parity electric modes. Indeed, the Skyrme

force parametrisations available so far - apart from rather special sets tailored to the

reproduction of pairing properties59^ or some magnetic giant resonances60^ - do not yield

fully satisfactory results in all channels including the spin and spin-isospin degrees of

freedom. Of course, extensions of our studies to the magnetic modes would provide a wi

much needed help hi the timely task of fitting the parameters x\ and x-i (i.e. the finite- ar-

range exchange terms) governing these modes. m

We shall mainly concentrate our semiclassical calculations on the positive energy

weighted sum rules 7713 and Tn1, where the shell effects are minimal even at zero tem-

perature. To investigate the role of the shell effects hi negative energy weighted sum rules

TO_J and TO_3, we shall also report on the corresponding HF calculations and compare

them to the density variational results. b :

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the general theoretical framework P

of our studies. For the sake of a clear presentation, we have collected most of the formulae in

the Appendix, hi Section 3 we shall successively report our results on the monopole, dipole,

quadrupole and octupole modes at zero temperature, and finally discuss the temperature

dependence of the giant resonance energies and sum rules. The final Section 4 is, as usual,

devoted to a summary and conclusions.
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2. Survey of the theoretical framework

2.1. Sum rules, excitation operators and collective variables

To characterize the response of a nucleus to an excitation operator Q, one defines the

associated strength function SQ(E) as

f*(£ -En) , (2.1)

where En, \n) are the exact eigensolutions of the total nuclear Hamiltonian H = T + V,

and £b = 0, |0) correspond to the ground state. Practically one often knows only some

moments of this function

mk(Q) = H Ek SQ(E) dE = J]^nIHQIO)I2 . (2.2)

The interest of such moments lies in the fact that for positive integer k they can

be evaluated as expectation values in the exact ground state |0) of some operators. In

particular, one has

,[£,Q]] |0) , (2.3a)

. (2.36)

The moment m_i in tarn is half the ground state polarisability a with respect to the

operator Q:

-r^ = \i i d2

A=O 2 dX2
X=O

(2.4)

where |A) is the ground state of the "constrained" Hamiltonian H — XQ.

The sum rules in eqs. (2.3), (2.4) so far have little practical value since they involve the

unknown exact ground state wavefunctions. Some particularly interesting approximations

arise when the exact eigensolutions in eq. (2.1) are replaced by RPA solutions. Then it is

possible to showT~9) that the sum rules in eqs. (2.3), (2.4) are exactly obtained replacing



the RPA ground state by the uncorrelated HF or constrained HF (CHF) ground state.

Similarly, starting from the RPA approximation (2.1) to SQ [E) it can be shown32-33* that

the moment m_3(Q) is a polarisability with respect to the time-odd (cranking) operator

P classically conjugated to Q in the adiabatic limit of the TDHF framework61'62':

rtA '/ O \ "I" I "" I « / ' \ * /

Zn
T

where
c

( 2 - 6 )

and p(A) is the one-body density matrix associated to the slater determinant |A). In eq.

(2.5), \Xfi) is the ground state solution of the operator H — XQ — fiP. Practically, m_3 is

most easily evaluated by making use of the relation (see, e.g., ref.62*)

h2 m_3(Q)
2 [m-iiQ)]

2 , (2-7)

where M(Q) is the adiabatic mass parameter associated to the collective variable Q = (Q)

in the adiabatic TDHF approach using a CHF collective path. As to the polarisability

m_i(Q), it can either be obtained directly through eq. (2.4) or by determining numeri-

cally (e.g. by a three-point method) the stiffness parameter C of the corresponding CHF

deformation energy curve EHF{Q) at the ground state with m_1(Q) — 1/(2C) . A com-

parison of the values obtained by the two approaches provides an estimate of the validity

of the underlying linear-response approximation.

In terms of the moments rrik one currently defines6* average energies Ek by

fe (2-8)
which satisfy the inequalities

... < £fc_! < Ek < Ek+1 < ... (2.9)

The mean value Ë and the variance <r of the strength function are trivially given by

9



£ = ^ - , (2.J0)
TTl0

^2 ^m1 (rrW ( 2 n )

Now, if one wants to fully exploit the RPA sum rule theorems by performing static

HF calculations, one can only obtain the moments rrik with odd integer k. Thus the

corresponding RPA quantities Ê and <r are not available through static HF calculations

alone. The inequalities (2,9) yield, however, the following boundaries for Ë and cr:

(2.12)

. (2.13)

We should emphasize here that in the RPA framework, cr is only representing the so-

called escape width (including effects of Landau damping) and does not at all contain the

spreading width due to more complicated (e.g. 2p-2h) excitation mechanisms. Therefore,

the width evaluated from <r eq.(2.11) (including a geometrical factor which depends on the

form of the resonance curve; for a gaussian its value is v8/n2) can be significantly lower

than the experimentally observed width. This is particularly so in nuclei and for modes

where there is a strong coupling to low-lying shape vibrations.

It is quite clear from the above definitions, that the energies Ek corresponding to

different k—values will pertain to different energy domains of collective excitations. For

instance, the energy of a slow, adiabatic quadrupole vibration as described in the adid.batic

TDHF framework62' (which is the microscopic version of Bohr's collective Hamiltonian

approach63*) is better represented by .EL1 than the energies E1 or E3. On the other hand,

the fast diabatic giant quadrupole resonance is rather accurately described by the energy

E3 (see Sect. 3.3 below). In more general terms, choosing a given energy Ek not only

specifies the operator Q which generates it, but also selects an excitation energy regime

and the appropriate dynamics or collective path.

For isoscalar local operators Q which commute with the potential part of the Ha.mil-

tonian H, the RPA sum rules m3 and Tn1 have a simple physical interpretation 6^ in terms

10



of the so-called scaling approach (see Appendix 1.1 for the detailed equations). In this

case, the moment mf P A turns out to be a stiffness parameter with respect to a scaled

HF-energy:

where

2510) . (2.15)
: •)

Hereby |0) is the HF ground state and the "scaling operator" 5 is given by

S=[T,Q) , (2.16)

T being the kinetic energy operator. The moment mfPA is then proportional to the
'ie

hydrodynamical inertia! parameter obtained from a velocity field which is determined v
cd

uniquely by the operator Q (see Appendix 1.1). It can also be shown64* to be equal to the 1J
Inglis cranking inertia for the collective degree of freedom a. in

The energy E3 can thus be viewed as the one-phonon vibrational energy hu?a of the
he

one-dimensional collective Hamiltonian Hcon (a) corresponding to the scaling variable a fo

in the harmonic approximation. It should be stressed that in spite of the hydrodynamical a
cal

nature of the inertia! parameter, the stiffness parameter (2.14) includes the effects of the si
lie

dynamical deformations of the Fermi sphere in momentum space19'20* and thus leads ^
beyond purely classical hydrodynamics (see also the discussion in Sect. 2.3 below).

For isovector modes this simple scaling interpretation of the moments m3
HPA and

! TTi1
 PA does a priori not apply. The reason is that isovector operators Q in general do

I not commute with the potential part V" of the Hamiltonian, which leads to considerable

V complications in the evaluation of the triple commutator in eq.(2.3b) for Tn3. It is then

customary to factorize these moments by writing

n»i(Q) = "»"(<?) (1 +* i ) , (2.17a)
t 7a)

"*3\T? / = "^3 W) V-"- ' ^3 / i (Z.1/01

;, v' .76)

V/



where the terms rn^(Q) are evaluated assuming [V,Q] to vanish, i.e. replacing [H ,Q] by

S given in eq.(2.16):

(2.18a)

. (2.186)

The coefficients Ki and K3 are called enhancement factors. For the isovector dipole

operator D (see also Sect. 3.2), m\(D) = ^(NZ/A) is known as the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn

(TRK) sum rule. The linearity of mi with respect to H leads to the simple expression

2 ro»(Q)

whereas K3 involves a triple commutator which in general is extremely difficult to evaluate.

To the best of our knowledge, only approximate values of «3 have been calculated so far

for realistic nuclear forces V in a generalized scaling approach65'66'.

We now turn to the discussion of "the operator Q which in general is not known, except

for purely electromagnetic excitation processes. In order to analyze strength distributions

and sum rules, one must therefore guess the precise form of Q. A rather popular form of

simple operators with multipolarity L and natural parity (—1)L is that of Tassie27*

- IT3 (Ï)] for L > 1 , (2.20)

and the monopole operator29^

A

Hereby / = 0 gives isoscalar modes and I = I (mainly) isovector modes; T3 is twice the

third component of the isospin operator. Strictly speaking, I=I leads to pure isovector

modes only for symmetric nuclei with pn = pp. Otherwise, the operators (2.20), (2.21)

with I=* lead to admixtures of isoscalar modes which must be eliminated by specific

12



physical considerations such as, e.g., the conservation of the center of mass in the case of

the dipole mode. (See details in Sects. 3.1, 3.2 and Appendix 2.)

In particular for the isoscalar giant quadrupole resonances (2 + , I = 0), the Tassie op-

erator Q^ leads to an excellent agreement (see Sect. 3.3) of the energies E3 with the posi-

tions of the experimental resonance peaks, the latter practically exhausting the RPA sum

rules TO3 and Tn1. The situation is similar with the operator Q0 for the isoscalar breathing

mode (O + , / = 0) in heavy nuclei, provided an effective force V is used which gives rise to an

incompressibility K00 of infinite nuclear matter in the range 6) 200 MeV < K00 < 250 MeV

(see Sect. 3.1). Both isoscalar operators Q% and Qj,0' also give transition densities close

to those found in RPA calculations30'.

Even for the other known natural-parity modes (with J = O and / = 1), the Tassie c

operators give a reasonable guideline for sum rules and peak energy positions. The cal- -

culational advantage of these operators is that they lead to simple analytical expressions -

for 7713, Tn1 and /C1 in terms of the Skyrme force parameters and local densities6'. For

completeness we have compiled all the formulae in Appendix 2. Retaining only the volume

terms in a liquid drop model type expansion, one derives easily from these results the

typical .A"1/3 -dependence of the energies E3 for all the isoscalar modes.

From the Tassie operators QL one automatically obtains the velocity fields of hy-

drodynamical irrotational flow (see Appendix 1.1). More complicated flow patterns can

be obtained in the fluid-dynamical approaches 21l65~69 ' , where the velocity fields - and

thus implicitly the operators Q - are subject to a variational calculation. From suitable

boundary conditions one then obtains a complete set of eigenmodes (with given quantum

numbers J"") which are readily shown68' to exhaust the m3 and Tn1 sum rules and the

lowest of which may directly be compared to the experimental excitation energies. The

handicap of this approach is that, in order to keep the calculations tractable, one has to

assume liquid-drop like square density profiles and to work with highly schematic forces

usually omitting spin-orbit, effective mass and even Coulomb effects.

In the present work we shall utilize a different approach70"72 ' - although similar in

spirit - which allows to employ diffuse density profiles and the most sophisticated realistic

Skyrme forces (or, in principle, also finite-range forces, see ref.73)). The scaling approach

is here generalized by introducing several collective parameters c^, which are guessed from

physical and symmetry considerations, and constructing the corresponding velocity fields.

The eigenmodes are then found by diagonalizing the corresponding collective Hamiltonian
11

13



Hcoii{oti). Practically, the number of collective variables o^ is limited. This multidimen-

sional scaling approach is presented in Appendix 1.2. Prom the formalism presented here,

it will become evident that eigenmodes found in this way can be viewed as a mode cor-

responding to a one-dimensional scaling vibration with a different operator Qi. We shall

employ this formalism for monopole and dipole modes in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2 below.

2.2 Extension to finite temperatures

As suggested by Brink35*, one can consider nuclear giant resonances associated not

only with ground states, but also with excited states. Above low (discrete) energies, their

theoretical description is rather difficult to perform, except within a statistical approach

to equilibrated compound nuclei. As a natural extension of the selfconsistent study of

thermodynamical equilibrium properties, one then could perform calculations within the
r RPA formalism at finite temperature for grand-canonical equilibrium solutions 41J. Alter-
c natively, one can use a finite-temperature sum rule approach to the latter, as sketched
r below.

Let us assume that the state of the system is defined through a density matrix D:

a

i

c.

C

(2-22)

where the sum runs e. g. over a complete set {\i)} of eigenstates of H with eigenvalues

{Ei}. As a natural generalization46'47'50'74) of the strength function one defines

SQ(E) = 5>|<;|Q!i>r*[£ - (Ej - Ei)] (2.23)

and accordingly the moments

£ £ ; - i ? z ) * - (2.24)

u It is easily shown40 that for positive k values the usual sum rule theorems still hold

3. upon defining the relevant expectation values as traces of the product of D with the

a corresponding commutators. For instance one gets

14
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The Hi1 sum rule can be shown47* to be related to the polarisability a(Q) associated to m o

the Helmholtz free energy of grand-canonical equilibrium solutions (pi = z~1e~^Ei~XA\ n u

where (3 = 1/T and A is the chemical potential** ) by of

is

(P
(2-26) \n

th

In the above equations, the term proportional to /3 vanishes whenever Q breaks a le'

symmetry of the state \i) or when the set |t) corresponds to a harmonic oscillator spectrum pi

for the variable Q = (Q). In such cases one retrieves the zero-temperature relation between

Ot(Q) and m-i(Q); this holds, of course, in particular in the RPA framework.

Upon replacing the full spectrum of H by finite-temperature RPA eigensolutions, one
w

can make use of theorems similar to those proven at zero temperature. For instance the

Thouless theorem for mi may be generalized42'67'74'75* as well as similar theorems for 7713

and m-i 50'- These theorems relate (as in the zero-temperature case) hot uncorrelated
th

ground state properties to sum rules involving correlation effects, or in other words, allow
t(

to incorporate the effects of RPA correlations on sum rules while performing only finite-
ex

temperature Hartree-Fock (or its semiclassical equivalent) calculations.

Now, to define exactly which density matrix is to be used in a given physical context jj,

requires a comparison of two characteristic times: one is a typical time tc associated with ie

the collective vibration and the corresponding change of the mean field. The other is a a

relaxation time tr necessary for the individual particles to adjust themselves to changes of t i

the mean field. s c

A slow ("adiabatic") collective motion will be characterized by tc > tr. The density T

matrices to be used will then typically result from constrained Hartree-Fock calculations e '

(see, e.g., ref.76*) yielding both m_! and m_3 moments and thus E^1 (or JS1) energies. '

Such processes may a priori be studied in two limiting thermodynamical cases: either in

isentropic or in isothermal processes. In the latter case one yields a variation of the entropy

* for the sake of simplicity we do not distinguish neutrons and protons in this subsection

f-s-
Ir



a

v

5 with respect to a "deformation" parameter e, whereas in the former the temperature T

becomes a function of e.

As an illustrative example for the dependence of T on c in an isentropic monopole

mode, one may develop the following schematic considerations. Let us assume that the

nuclear radius in such an adiabatic mode is multiplied by a factor e. The r.m.s. radius

of the selfconsistent mean field will then also be enlarged by the same factor. If this field

is roughly approximated by a harmonic oscillator, it is clear that the potential energy

(proportional to w due to the virial theorem) will scale as u;2e2. Now, the single-particle

level density at the Fermi surface, fli(A), varies as 1/w, i.e. as e2. Let us further assume

the degenerate Fermi gas relation between S and T, namely 5 = 2aT, to hold. Since the

level density parameter a then equals Tr2g(X)/6, and due to the isentropic character of the

process, one gets

where e = 1 corresponds to the unconstrained thermodynamical equilibrium solution.

In the other limit tc < tr one is dealing with a fast ("diabatic") collective motion

for which a hot density matrix may be defined by scaling the wavefunctions while keeping

the thermal single-particle occupation probabilities unchanged. This clearly corresponds

to an isentropic process which is not quasi-static and for which no temperature can be

explicitly defined. This choice is inconsistent with the use of the static entropy density

functional (as done in refs.48'50^), since this functional implies the grand-canonical equi-
T librium variational condition, which is precisely not fulfilled in the diabatic case, and thus
1 leads to a wrong scaling behavior. Quite on the contrary, the entropy should be kept fixed

at its static equilibrium value hi this case, which is automatically guaranteed when keeping

i the occupation probabilities unchanged. Clearly, such a dynamical process cannot be de-

scribed by the moments m_3 and m_j , which are explicitly static or adiabatic quantities

v as discussed above, but is rather well suited for the estimate E3 of the giant resonance

s energy through the moments Tn1 and TO3. We shall therefore calculate the E3 energies at

finite temperatures accordingly, using the scaling relation eq.(2.14) (see also the detailed

n discussion in Appendix 1) with fixed occupation probabilities.

16



2.3 Density variational approach

We shall now discuss in more detail the way in which the density variational method

can be used to calculate sum rules and energies of giant resonances. This method, using

Skyrme type effective interactions and ETF (Extended Thomas-Fermi) density function-

als, has been successfully used10'77) as a selfconsistent and, at the same time, very efficient

semiclassical substitute for the microscopical HF method in calculating average static prop-

erties of nuclei. It becomes particularly gratifying for highly excited nuclei at temperatures

T> 2.5 MeV where the shell effects vanish 39l51) and the ETF density functionals become

practically exact 5 2 ~ 5 4 ) . At zero temperature, the shell effects are explicitly left out in

the semiclassical density variational method. Their contributions to the total energy can,

however, be recovered perturbatively to a high degree of accuracy10'78J by exploiting the

Strutinsky energy theorem39'79^. Below we shall see to which extent the shell effects in

the RPA moments rrik are negligible.

The basic idea of the density variational method is to express the total energy of the

nucleus, E, and any other observables (radii, moments m*., etc.) through the local neutron

and proton densities, pn (r) and pp (r), respectively. For the energy one thus writes

E = Je[Pn(r),pp{r)]d3r. (2.28)

The densities pntPp are found variationally by making the energy (2.28) stationary with

the subsidiary conditions

J Pn (r) d\ = JV , Jpp (r) ST = Z . (2.29)

At finite temperature T, it is the free energy

F = E-TS (2.30)

which has to be stationary. In the HF approximation, 5 is the entropy of noninteracting

particles

-n?)] ; (q = n,p) (2.31)
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n ' are the Fermi occupation numbers

(2-32)

in terms of the HF single-particle energies ef and the chemical potentials Xq. Writing

5 = Jv(T)Jr = J <r\pn(r),pp(r)] d3r (2.33)

and using eq. (2.28), we obtain F as a functional of the densities pg :

F = jT[Pn(r),Pp(r)}d3r (2.34)

and the variational equations become

J r) ,Pp (r)] - XllPn (r) - XpPp (r)} d3r = 0 (2.35)

with the chemical potentials A9 as Lagrange multipliers.

According to the theorem of Hohenberg and Kohn80'81^ and its generalisation to finite

temperatures82^, the functional (2.34) exists even for a system of correlated fermions.

However, it is in general unknown. La the HF approximation using Skyrme type effective

interactions*), one obtains readily56J the total HF energy (2.28) in terms of the densities

pq(r), the kinetic energy densities rq(r) and spin-orbit densities Jq(r) (see App. 2.1 for

explicit expressions). The problem then is reduced to finding the functionals r[p], J(/>] and

or[p] (for one kind of particles). At low temperatures this is still a difficult task due to

the shell effects. In the ETF model 10>83) the kinetic energy T(T) is developed in terms of

p(r) and its gradients. Such a gradient expansion can also be obtained systematically84'85^

from the semiclassical Wigner-Kirkwood expansion86* of the density matrix in powers

of h. The ETF gradient expansions of r[p] and J\p] have been generalized to include

contributions from effective masses and spin-orbit interaction, as they arise in connection

with the Skyrme forces, both for zero température84'85) and - together with a\p) - for

finite temperatures52'53K

*) the Coulomb exchange energy being, as usual, included in the Slater approximation
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We shall not reproduce here the detailed form of the ETF functionals but refer to

the literature 10 '53), where it was also shown that the fourth-order gradient corrections

are indispensible if one wants to obtain realistic densities pq (r) and at the same time

sufficiently accurate total energies. Due to these fourth-order gradient terms, the variations

with respect to pn and pp in (2.35) lead to two coupled, highly nonlinear partial differential

equations of fourth order which, in general, are quite impossible to solve. We therefore

resort to a restricted variational procedure10* by parametrising the densities pq (r) and

minimising F (2.34) with respect to their parameters. For spherical nuclei, with which the

present paper is concerned, the following parametrisation is chosen:

= Poq 1 + I r a j (2.36)

With the restrictions of eqs.(2.29), this leaves six independent parameters for the

variation. This parametrisation was found 10>53) to lead to an excellent agreement of the

resulting densities and total energies with, averaged HF results. Some slight improvements

Table 1:

Density parameters according to eq. (2.36) which minimize the total ETF energy (without

cm. correction) for 10 spherical nuclei, evaluated with the SkM* force at zero temperature.

rp and rn are the proton and neutron r.m.s. radii, respectively.

16 Q
40Ca
48Ca
56JVi
58Ni
90Zr

U2Sn
132Sn
140Ce
206Pb

Pop
[un"3]

0.08155
0.08196
0.07325

0.08066

0.07896
0.07305
0.07186

0.06348
0.06710
0.06221

Pon
[fin"3]

0.08334
0.08550
0.09370

0.08467

0.08651
0.08945

0.08831
0.09463

0.09090
0.09110

ap

M
0.5726
0.5947

0.5668

0.5943

0.5873

0.5710
0.5648
0.5451

0.5505
0.5315

0.5698
0.6037

0.6428

0.6065

0.6132

0.6338
0.6315

0.6688
0.6474

0.6564

1.406
1.493
1.520

1.488

1.499
1.503

1.472
1.467

1.459
1.401

1.423
1.582
1.548

1.604

1.601
1.607

1.610

1.514
1.579
1.548

RP
[fm]

2.8675
4.0101

4.1848

4.5143

4.5541

5.2656
5.6810

5.9140
6.0940
6.9670

Rn
[to]

2.8584
4.0069
4.3261

4.5114

4.5817

5.3690
5.7876

6.1443
6.2661

7.1881

7V
[fin]

2.68
3.38
3.45

3.72

3.73

4.21
4.52
4.67

4.81
5.47

[fm]

2.65
3.33

3.61
3.66

3.72
4.28
4.57

4.91
4.94

5.62

of the density profiles (with respect to both HF and experimental results) was found by

generalising eq.(2.36), in particular in very light nuclei where desaturation takes place87^

Û

11

a >
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and the densities no longer have a constant bulk region, or in very heavy nuclei where

the Coulomb repulsion leads to a suppression of the central part of the proton density10 '.

These changes of the densities did not, however, affect the total energies by more than

a fraction of an MeV and will be neglected here. In Table 1 we have listed the density

parameters of eq. (2.36) which minimize the total energies for a series of spherical nuclei,

together with the proton and neutron r.m.s. radii.

The direct application of this density variational method to dynamic nuclear processes

is at first handicapped by the fact that the ETF functionals do not apply, in general, to

situations where the density is time-dependent, except for the case of slow adiabatic pro-

cesses. In particular in the study of giant resonances it has been realized19^ that dynamical

deformations of the Fermi sphere in momentum space give important contributions to the

restoring forces to some modes (e.g. all isoscalar natural parity modes with multipolarity

L > 2). This effect, which in an infinite system leads to Landau zero-sound excitations,

has been incorporated to various degrees of sophistication in the so-called fluid-dynamical

approach and its variations 19~23l65~69 '88~90). It is not included, however, in the static

ETF functionals which correspond to a spherical momentum distribution 25K

Nevertheless, the ETF density functionals can be used to calculate giant resonance

energies, including zero-sound type effects, by properly exploiting the RPA sum rules m3

and m i . Since this is a crucial point of our approach, we shall illustrate it here with the

example of the isoscalar quadrupole (2+ ) giant resonance.

As for all isoscalar modes with a local one body excitation operator Q, the m3 RPA

sum rule represents a restoring force parameter with respect to the scaling variable a.

Hereby EHF (a) is the scaled HF energy (2.15). For the Tassie quadrupole operator Q^

defined through eq.(2.20), the main contribution to mfPA will come from the single-

particle kinetic energy in EHF (a) (see Sect. 3.3):

jnKin — _ I Ew (fy\ I — \ I _ / _ \ ! jZ icy q*-\

V

where q = n,p is the isospin index denoting neutrons and protons, respectively. The kinetic

energy density rq ( r ,a) is hereby expressed in terms of the scaled HF single-particle wave-

functions i/5? (r ,a) (see also Appendix 2.1) by

20



In the quadrupole case, the y?f (r ,a) are given by6 '26)

tf ( r ,o) = e-aê<pl (p) = <p\ (e-"x,e-"y,e2"z) (2.39)

with 77 — — a. For a spherical nucleus one finds thus easily

Ekin (a) = £fcin (T7) = (2e2* + e"4") ^Ekin(0) , (2.40)

where Ekin{Q) is the kinetic energy in the HF ground state, and thus

mk
3

in = *(—) Eun(O). (2.41)

The same relation, replacing £?fcin(0) by its classical (or TF) approximation, is also obtained

in the fluid-dynamical approach19'20^ as a consequence of the dynamical deformation of

the Fermi sphere in momentum space. This demonstrates that the existence of zero-sound

i type modes is intimately related to the quantal behaviour of the single-particle kinetic .

energy in coordinate space 25>26).

The normal hydrodynamical approach would correspond to replacing rq(r, a) in eq.

(2.37) by its classical (TF) form proportional to pq (r ,a) with

This would lead to m^in = 0, since the scaling transformation (2.42) is norm conserving

and thus the integral over any power of pq ( r ,a) is independent of a. Consequently, the

ETF functional r [p] does not have the correct scaling behaviour in the quadrupole case and

cannot be used in eq. (2.37). However, if first the derivative ^ - in eq.(2.37) is performed

on the quantum-mechanical level, leading to eq.(2.41), and afterwards Ekin{Q) is replaced

by its semiclassical value, obtained with TETF [p], one obtains the correct m^in (up to shell

effects which are shown below to be negligible).
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The operational prescription of our semiclassical approach to the sum rules is thus

the following. For a given excitation operator Q, we first evaluate EuF (<*) and its sec-

ond derivative in eq.(2.14) quantum-mechanically and then apply the ETF functional in

evaluating the resulting expression for 77x3. The sum rule mi is treated accordingly (see

Appendix 2). For isovector modes where the scaling concept does not apply exactly or

if EHF (<*) is n°t found easily, one has to go back to the original form of the sum rules

' ' given in eqs.(2.3). The prescription then is analogous. First evaluate the commutators in

éqs.(2.3) quantum-mechanically, then use the ETF density functionals to calculate their

static ground state expectation values. In this way, the Landau zero-sound type effects

will automatically be built into the results.
Ii )

It should be noted that the zero-soud effects appear to be negligible in the case of the

natural parity monopole (O+) and dipole (1~) vibrations. For these modes, the hydrody-

namical approach is thus applicable and shall be used in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2 below. (See,

in particular, a comparison of the two approaches in Table 4 and the discussion at the end
l' of Sect. 3.1.1.)

That the shell effects in the RPA sum rules 7713 and mi are small and thus their

semiclassical values sufficient for practical purposes, is demonstrated in Figure 1. Here

we have calculated the energy E3 = -̂ /m /̂777,1 for three different giant resonances, once

microscopically with HF wave functions (crosses), and once using the semiclassical density

functional approach (solid lines). The operators chosen for this schematic investigation

were the corresponding Tassie operators (2.20), (2.21). The differences to Fig. 1 in /ef.72)

are due to a better parametrisation of the equilibrium densities: whereas in refs.71'72*

7q = 1 was used in eq.(2.36), we here take the j q which minimize the total ETF energies

(see Table 1). The enhancement factors in the isovector case (see Sect. 3.1. for details)
12)

were left out for simplicity. The differences between the semiclassical and the microscopical

results, due essentially to the shell effects, are seen to be very small. Considering the fact

that the uncertainties in the experimental peak energies of the giant resonances are usually

of the same order and their widths of the order of 2 — 4 MeV or more, the semiclassical

approximation to the .E3 is thus seen to be excellent.

The situation is less simple for the negative energy weighted sum rules 77? _i and

m_3, where the shell effects can play a much more pronounced role. In these cases, the

semiclassical treatment leads to averaged results only, and microscopical calculations are

22



necessary to obtain quantitative results. Examples thereof will be encountered in Sect. 3.3

below.

0 50

Wl

100 150 200 250
A

Figure 1:

Giant resonance energies Ez- Solid line: ETF results for nuclei belonging ot a smooth fit

to the line of ^-stability. Crosses: HF results for even-even nuclei close to the ^-stability

valley. SkM* force used. (See text for the choice of excitation operators.)
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3. Numerical results

3.1. Giant monopole resonances

3.1.1. Isoscalar monopole modes

The isoscalar monopole (I = 0, J* = O+ ) or "breathing mode" has in the last years

been used extensively as a tool to study the compressibility of nuclei or nuclear matter. Li

the classical hydrodynamical model29^ its energy is given by

where K00 is the incompressibility coefficient of infinite nuclear matter, defined by

(3.2)
P=Pa0

Eq. (3.1) does, however, not take the finiteness of the nucleus into account-, sur-

face, Coulomb and asymmetry effects are known to reduce the incompressibilty of a finite

nucleus30'91^. It has therefore become customary to define an incompressibility KA of a

finite nucleus via its breathing mode (GMR = Giant Monopole Resonance) energy by

EGMR = \l , , , • (3.3)

The quantities KA and [r2) are, of course, model dependent.

In the RPA sum rule approach, one is lead to similar expressions, depending on which

of the energies Ek, eq.(2.8), and which excitation operator Q one is using. For the isoscalar

monopole operator Q0 , eq.(2.21), the breathing mode energy EQMR
 maY De identified

with E3 which defines the "scaling incompressibility" K"A
cal given in eq.(A.46) of Appendix

2.2 for a Skyrme force. Identification with E\ leads to a "constrained incompressibility"

]{CHF Although these two incompressibilities are different in the limit A —• oo by a

factor ^ , they turn out to be rather similar in heavy nuclei (see refs.24'91) for a detailed

discussion). This is consistent with the existence of one relatively narrow state containing
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essentially all of the collective O+ strength, as it is found in consistent HF + RPA calcula-

tions with effective nuclear interactions [6,30,60]. In fact, the RPA energies E 3 fit well the

experimental energies of the GMR mode, provided the nuclear mat te r incompressibility of

the force used lies in the range 200 MeV < A^00 < 250 M e F . Furthermore, it was found

that the operator Q^ (2.21) reproduces quite well the RPA transition densities for heavy

nuclei. Thus , as discussed in Sect. 2.1, the scaling approach with the r 2 operator defined

in (2.21) seems to work well for this mode.

100 150

Figure 2:

200

Breathing mode (GMR) energies E^, obtained with four different forces (see Tab. 8 in the

Appendix), compared with the experimevAal energies [92] (represented by the error bars).

In the following we shall investigate in some more detail the quality of the scaling

approach for the GMR, in particular in light nuclei for which increasing experimental data

are becoming available. (For an extensive discussion of the experimental situation up to

1983 on the GMR, we refer to the review by Buenerd [92]. A careful measurement of GMR
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- and giant quadrupole resonances - in a series of Sn isotopes was recently reported in

ref.93*.) We shall first discuss the energy E$ evaluated with the operator (2.21) for a series

of spherical nuclei. The expressions for the moments m3 and mj in terms of the ingredients

of the Skyrme HF energy are given in eqs. (A.45,46) of Appendix 2.2.

In Fig. 2 we compare the HF energies Ez obtained with different Skyrme forces to

the experimental GMR energies for spherical nuclei over the whole mass table. As shown

already in Fig. 1, there are virtually no shell effects in the energies E3, so that the

semiclassical approximation is fully justified for their evaluation and yields roughly the

smooth lines connecting the HF results. It is obvious that most of the forces give too high

energies. Looking at the nuclear matter properties of these forces listed in Table 9, we

see that only the forces with K00 < 220 — 250 MeV have a chance to yield sufficiently

low breathing mode energies, in agreement with the conclusions of refs.6'30*. This is in

particular the case for the force SkM* obtained10'57^ by a slight modification of the SkM

force which was explicitly adjusted to monopole and quadrupole giant resonances58*. In

fact, with the SkM* force we obtain a good fit of the experimental GMR energies for nuclei

with mass number A> 150. However, for lighter nuclei there is a systematic tendency for

the theoretical E$ energies to overestimate the experimental energies.

According to eq. (2.12), Ez is an upper limit for the mean energy Ë (i. e. the

centroid of the strength distribution), whereas E1 is a lower limit. We have therefore also

calculated the moment m_i by including a constraint on the squared radius, i.e. by using

the monopole operator (2.21) in eq.(2.4). The derivatives with repect to the Lagrange

multiplier À were done numerically. The uncertainty of this procedure in getting m_!

by either of the two expressions on the r.h.s. of eq.(2.4) was less than 3%. (See also a

somewhat more detailed discussion in Sect. 3.3.) The results for the different moments

are given in Table 2 for three spherical nuclei, together with the energies £3 and E1. We

see that the difference between these two energies is varying froni about one to about one

half MeV from light to heavy nuclei. This cannot account for the systematic discrepancy

observed above for the light nuclei, the energy E1 there still being too high.

Table 2 also contains the upper limits T7750x for the width, evaluated from <Tmai, given

in eq.(2.13), using the relation r m c z = V^nSeT77101 valid for a gaussian form of the strength

distribution.
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Table 2:

Sum rules (with r2 operator), energies and widths of the isoscalar breathing mode (GMR),

obtained for three spherical nuclei with the SkM* force. Experimental values from ref.92\

i0Ca
90Zr
208 p f e

[10 7WMeV3J

1.87
4.48
10.1

mi
[104Un4MeV]

3.73
13.5
53.4

[102Un4MeV"1]

0.82
4.30
29.5

E3

[MeV]

22.4
18.3
13.8

E1

[MeV]

21.3
17.7
13.4

Eexp

[MeV]

(16-18)
16.2
13.8

1 max
[MeV]

8.0
5.4
3.5

1 exp
[MeV]

3.5 ± 0.3
2.8 ± 0.5

We shall now address the problem of the GMR energies in light nuclei. RPA cal-

culations indicate30'60* that there is a tendency of the giant resonances to be much more

fragmented in light nuclei than in the heavy ones. This is, of course, difficult to check in the

sum rule approach. Within our semiclassical approach we are, however, able to investigate

the question of the choice of the operator Q or, classically speaking, the question which

is the right collective degree of freedom to describe the breathing mode. In particular,

we can study the role of the surface as a dynamical variable, which certainly is becoming

more important in lighter nuclei. This question has been addressed within the semiclassi-

cal density variational framework in refs.70 '71). There the scaling model was extended to

consider two coupled modes, taken to be a surface and a bulk density vibration. Starting

from the parametrization (2.36) of the proton and neutron densities, one may consider the

surface diffusivities aq and the central densities poq as independent collective degrees of

freedom (the radii Rq being adjusted at any time to conserve the particle numbers Z, N,

and the 7, being kept constant). For an isoscalar mode, one has to let the proton and the

neutron parameters be in phase, for an isovector mode they have to be in opposite phase

(see Sect. 3.1.2 below). Fbr one particular coupling between the a, and the poq (see the

discussion below) one obtains the usual one-dimensional scaling vibrations corresponding

to evaluating the RPA energy E3 with the monopole operator (2.21). Treating them as

independent degrees of freedom, one obtains two coupled modes which can be diagonalized

(as described in detail in the Appendix 1.2 on the multidimensional scaling model). This

procedure has been followed for the isoscalar GMR in refs.70-71) and for the isovector GMR

in refs.70>72). In ref.70), the Skyrme force SIII was used which leads to too high breathing

mode energies due to the large value r K00 of this force. In refs. 71-72> the force SkM* was

used; we present here an improvement of these results.
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10

O+(I = Q)

HF(I-dim. scaling)

ETF (2-dim.scaling)

exp. peak energies

SkM'

50 100 150 200 A

Figure 3:

Breathing mode (GMR) energies obtained with the SkM* force. Crosses: HF energies

Es witk operator (2.21), as in Fig. 2. Squares: lowest of two coupled modes from 2-

dimensional scaling of ETF densities. Error bars: experimental values as in Fig. 2. Solid

line: LDM fit proportional to A~llz.

Figure 3 shows the results obtained with the force SkM*. Crosses indicate again the

HF energies Ez obtained with the monopole operator (2.21), thus corresponding to the

usual 1-dimensionai scaling. The open squares indicate the positions of the lower of the

two eigenmodes found from the semiclassical 2-dimensional scaling described above. For

A > 100, the two practically agree and fall on the LDM curve proportional to A"1/3

indicated by the solid line. However, for lighter nuclei the results from the 2-dimensional

scaling calculation lie much lower in energy, coming in fact close to the experimental ones.

(In refs. [71,72] this effect was found to be smaller due to the neglect of the degrees of

freedom 7, in the density parametrisation (3.4), i.e. to fixing -yq = 1. In the present

work, the variational values of j q - see Tab. 1 - have been used.) We see that the role

of the surface diffusivities aq as independent collective degrees of freedom becomes very
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important for a correct description of the breathing mode in light nuclei. This is not very

surprising since the properties of these nuclei are mostly dominated by their surface.

In Table 3 we present the energies of the diagonalized eigenmodes for spherical nuclei,

both for isoscalar and isovector monopole vibrations (see Sect. 3.1.2 for the discussion of

the latter). The lower energy for each nucleus corresponds to the squares in Fig. 3.

Table 3:

Breathing mode (GMR) energies obtained in the generalized 2-dimensional scaling approach

by coupling bulk density and surface vibrations of both isoscalar (I=O) and isovector (I=I)

type. Second column: the two eig en frequencies hui; third coulumn: coupling parameters

fa defined in eq.(3.4); fourth column: experimental GMR energies92'93'95^ ; fifth and sixth

columns: percentages of the mj and 7713 sum rules, evaluated for the operators (A.43) for

I=O and (A.47) for I=I. (See subsection 3.1.2 for the discussion of the isovector results.)

16O

40Ca

46Ca

58Ni

90Zr

112Sn

132Sn

140Ce

206Pb

I=O

hut
[MeV]

29.9
18.6

24.0
18.6

23.4
18.5

22.5
18.9

22.8
17.7

23.2
16.7

23.2
15.5

24.3
15.6

23.7
13.5

Pi

+0.25
+3.5

+0.45
+9.5

+0.64
- 2 4

+0.84
-5.1

+1.8
-0.84

+2.4
-0.51

+2.5
-0.57

+2.9
-0.39

+3.8
-0.23

Eexp
[Me V]

(16-18)

17.1±0.3

16.2±0.5

15.88 ± 0.14

14.8±0.2

13.8±0.5

%(ma)

50.5
49.5

55.5
44.5

41.6
58.4

32.6
67.4

2.6
97.4

0.3
99.7

0.4
99.6

0.0
100.0

0.1
99.9

%(m3)

72.4
27.6

67.4
32.6

53.3
46.7

40.7
59.3

4.2
95.8

0.6
99.4

1.0
99.0

0.1
99.9

0.2
99.8

I=I

hu>i

[MeV]

39.6
21.0

35.2
22.2

34.4
23.0

33.9
23.7

32.3
26.0

31.8
26.7

31.7
26.5

32.5
27.1

32.0
26.0

Pi

+0.15
+1.7

+0.23
+2.7

+0.30
+3.2

+0.36
+3.8

+0.79
+9.9

+1.7
-102

+1.6
-5.8

+1.9
-3.7

+3.1
-1.7

Ë
[MeV]

31.1+.2.2

30.6±2.3

28.5±2.6

27.5±2.6

26.0+.3.0

%(mj)

68.9
31.1

79.3
20.7

78.0
22.0

78.1
21.9

62.9
37.1

48.0
52.0

27.8
72.2

19.0
81.0

5.6
94.4

%(m3)

88.7
11.3

90.6
9.4

88.8
11.2

87.9
12.1

72.4
27.6

56.7
43.3

35.5
64.5

25.2
74.8

8.3
91.7
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Also shown in Table 3 are the percentages of the energy-weighted (mj ) sum rule for the

monopole operator (2.21). We see that for the light nuclei a lot of r2 strength is missing

in the lower mode (up to about 60%), which is in good agreement with experimental

findings92*. This strength lies in the upper mode which is presumably very difficult to

observe experimentally due to its high energy.

As discussed in ref. 71^1 the coupling of the parameters Q9 and poq may be described

in terms of a coupling parameter (3 by

««(«) (3.4)

The usual 1-dimensional scaling (i.e. calculating the energy E3 with the r2 excitation

operator) corresponds to /3 = — | , while a pure bulk density vibration with fixed aq is

given by /3 = 0. Larger absolute values of /3 mean a stronger participation of the surface

diffusivity in the vibration.

Due to Rayleigh's variational principle94*, the two diagonalized eigenmodes may be

visualized as 1-dimensional vibrations with fixed /?, its value being found by minimizing

and maximizing, respectively, the energy of this 1-dimensional mode. In principle, one

can obtain the operators corresponding to the diagonalized modes by integration of the

orthogonal velocity fields, but this can only be done numerically. The values of j3 found

for the two coupled modes are also given in Table 3. We see that the lower modes in the

heavy nuclei are not much different from the usual 1-dimensional scaling modes (/? ~ — | ),

whereas in the lighter nuclei their values of (3 become larger in magnitude, implying a

stronger surface component of the vibration.

In a series of Sn isotopes the isoscalar GMR and giant quadrupole (GQR) centroid

energies have recently been determined experimentally 93* with a rather high accuracy. In

Figure 4 we show these data together with our theoretical results, assuming these nuclei

all to be spherical. In the upper part of the figure the GMR energies are seen. The upper

line corresponds to the one-dimensional scaling case (i.e. energy E3 with the r2 operator);

the lower line represents the lowest of the two coupled modes, obtained as discussed above.

As for all nuclei in this region, our results overestimate the experimental GMR energies
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v by about 0.6 — 0.8 MeV. The isotopic ^-dependence, however, is in excellent agreement

with experiment.
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Upper part of figure: Breathing mode (GMR) energies of Sn isotopes. Crosses: !-dimen-
sional scaling (i.e. energies E3 with operator (AJS)). Squares: lowest of two coupled
modes, as in Fig.3 and Tab.S. Dots with error bars: experimental data from re/.93>.
Lower part of Figure: Giant quadrupole resonance (GQR) energies for the same nuclei.
(See Section 3.3 for the discussion.) Crosses: Energies E3 with quadrupole operator (A.59).
Dots with error bars: experimental data from re/. 93>.

SkM* force used.

With the formalism presented in Appendix 1.2 it is easy to calculate the transition

densities - see eq.(A.31) - of the eigenmodes for a given nucleus. As an example, we

show in Figure 5 the transition densities for the two eigenmodes of the isoscalar GMR

in 16Q and 140Ce. The values of the coupling parameter /3, seen in Table 3, are shown

along the corresponding curves. (The dashed Unes show the ground-state densities p(r) of

these nuclei.) The transition density of the lower mode in 140Ce, having one node in the

surface region, is typical for the GMR in heavy nuclei and is obtained both semiclassically
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here (see also the corresponding curve for 208P6 in ref.71)) and microscopically in RPA

calculations30'60*. The transition densities found in our present semiclassical approach for

the upper modes (dominated by the surface vibrations) in heavy nuclei, typically have two

nodes in the surface region. Note that a high-lying collective isoscalar O+ state with a

similar transition density has also been found in microscopical HF-RPA calculations96'.

In the light nuclei, for which we show the example of 16O in Fig. 5, the situation is

reversed: the transition densities of the lower (upper) modes have two nodes (one node)

in the surface.

lit i.

6 8
rlfml

Figure 5:

Transition densities obtained with the SkM* force for the GMR modes of the nuclei 16 O

and 140Ce. The values of /3 (see text for the discussion), as found in Table 3, are shown

along the corresponding curves. The dashed lines show the ground-state densities p of these

nuclei.
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It will be interesting to compare this prediction with an analysis of a recent experimental

study of the GMR in the 16O nucleus 97K

We finally want to address briefly the technical question, raised in Sect. 2.3, of

evaluating the restoring force parameters before or after introducing the semiclassical ETF

density functional for the kinetic energy. As discussed there, taking the second derivative

with respect to a in eq.(2.37) before making the semiclassical approximation is essential in

the case of the giant quadrupole resonance, in order not to miss the effects which are linked

to a dynamical deformation of the Fermi sphere in momentum space and which - at least
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for that case - bring about a big difference to the hydrodynamical approach corresponding

to a scaling of the semiclassical (ETF) energy. However, in the above calculations of the

coupled monopole surface and bulk density vibrations, we have evaluated the restoring

force matrices (corresponding to the generalized scaling energies E3 ) after use of the ETF

kinetic energy density functional, since these two collective degrees of freedom can only be

defined in a semiclassical way and a quantuni-mechanical evaluation of the corresponding

restoring forces is not possible. In the 1-dimensional scaling case, the quantum-mechanical

evaluation of E3 is simple (see App.2.2) and it is possible to check explicitly the difference

of the two approaches. In fact, it is easy to see that the only difference comes about

through the effective mass terms in the kinetic energy density functional (see ref.10) for

theses terms). In Table 4 we show the errors in the energies E3 coming from these terms

when scaling numerically the ETF kinetic energies. They are seen to be of the order of 1

to 3 % only and thus smaller than the uncertainties in both theory (e.g. due to the choice

of the interaction) and experiment. This seems to justify our approach used here for the

giant monopole vibrations, which is essentially hydrodynamic in nature.

Table 4

Energy E3 (as in Table 2) and error AE3 due to numerical scaling of the ETF kinetic

energy functional.

nucleus

E3 [MeV]
AJB3 [ MeV ]

% error

16O

26.02
0.82
3.2

40Ca

22.41
0.49
2.2

48Ca

21.26
0.55
2.6

56Ni

20.68
0.39
1.9

90Zr

18.26
0.29
1.6

112Sn

17.11
0.25
1.5

132Sn

15.83
0.23
1.4

140Ce

15.85
0.22
1.4

208 p f e

13.78
0.16
1.2

To summarize the results of this section, we may conclude that a reasonable under-

standing of the isoscalar GMR is obtained in terras of a semiclassical, hydrodynamical

picture which is a straightforward extension of the usual scaling model corresponding to

the HF-RPA calculation of the energy E3.

We should stress that we have not discussed here the effects of nuclear deformation.

A static deformation of the ground state will couple the monopole and j3 type quadrupole

O+ modes (see, e.g., ref.64)). In light nuclei or in soft transition nuclei, the effects of this

coupling may become important. In this connection it will also be interesting to study
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in detail the isoscalar giant monopole and quadrupole resonances recently measured in a

series of Sm isotopes93). It is straightforward to apply the extended scaling model for

coupled modes, presented here, to deformed nuclei. Work in this direction is in progress;

preliminary results seem to indicate98^ that the effect of a static deformation on the uncou-

pled GMR is inferior to 1 MeV, in agreement with the results of the schematic estimates

ofref.64>.
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3.1.2. Isovector monopole modes

It will only take little space to dicuss the case of the isovector (J = 1) giant monopole

resonances which recently have been studied carefully in pion-induced charge exchange

reactions (see the review by Bowman95^). In our calculations, we have used the same

semiclassical scaling approach as discussed above, coupling surface diffuseness and bulk

density vibrations, except now the vibrations of poq and a, for protons and neutrons are

taken to be opposite in phase.

Quantum-mechanically, the isovector giant resonances have one unit of isospin I com-

pared to the ground state, and thus three components of J3 which can be selectively excited

experimentally (see e.g. ref "^ for a discussion). Our semiclassical description can, how-

ever, not distinguish these three components. Therefore, the semiclassical energies must

be compared to the average positions of the corresponding isospin triplets.

Our results for the eigenmodes and sum rules have been included in Table 3 above. In

contrast to the case of the isoscalar GMR, the isovector r2 strength is found to be carried

by the lower modes only to 80 — 90% in heavy nuclei, and even only to 20 — 30% in the

light nuclei. This is demonstrated graphically in Figure 6, where for each nucleus the two

energies (hwi in Tab.3) are shown in circles. The black area in each circle corresponds to

the percentage of the isovector r2 sum rule m, , evaluated with the operator (A.47), carried

by that state. The isospin-averaged experimental energies are shown with their error bars

by the triangles. They are seen to be closer, on each side of the mass region, to the state

that carries most of the strength according to our calculation.

We should mention that our present approach neglects the enhancement factors ap-

pearing in the quantum-mechanical evaluation of the m3 and mi RPA sum rules (see

eqs.(2.17)-(2.19) in Section 2); the (generalized) scaling approach only takes into account
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-the contribution of the parts m\ defined in eq.(2.18). The calculation of «3 in (2.17b) is

extremely tedious and has, to our knowledge, not been carried out so far. Although the

effects of K1 and K3 might be included approximately in a somewhat ad hoc way in the

scaling model66'107*, we preferred to present our results here without this estimate. (For

a semiclassical calculation of «i, see ref.72\)

20 -
50 100 150 200 250

A
Figure 6:

Isovector GMR energies evaluated in the generalized semiclassical scaling approach with the

force SkM*. The circles give the positions of the two eigenmodes (hufi in Tab.3) obtained

by coupling isovector surface diffuseness and bulk density vibrations. The black area inside

each circle represents the Tn1 strength (see Table 3) carried by that state. The experimental

points (triangles) show the isospin-averaged energies taken from ref.95K

In view of the uncertainties with respect to the omission of the enhancement factors «fc on

one hand, and the experimental error bars on the other, the agreement found in Figure 6

is quite satisfactory.
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3.2. Isovector giant dipole resonances

We will restrict our discussion of the electric dipole mode to the isovector case which

has been originally interpreted by Goldhaber and Teller 2* as a collective motion of protons

and neutrons in opposite phase along a given spatial direction. This collective vibration

is mainly observed in photoabsorption reactions. In this case, the excitation operator Q is

unambiguously given by the electric dipole operator:

Z
Zi - 0 (3.5)

where the sum runs over the protons and where Z{ and C, are the z-coordinate of the proton

labelled i and the center of mass of the whole nucleus. This operator can be easily written

in the form of eq. (A.54) including then an isoscalar and an isovector part.

As a consequence of the knowledge of the excitation operator, the m*, sum rules

are related to the experimentally measured photo-absorption cross-sections cr(E) by the

energy-integrated cross-sections through

/

k 2e*

(r(E) • E • dE = 4TT — • m,k+1 (3-6)

leading thus to a direct experimental test of the m*. moments of the strength distribution.

As a first example, the enhancement factor K1 (see the general expression of eq.(2.19) and

the expressions (A.56),(A.57) for Skyrme-like forces) can be calculated theoretically and

compared to the values extracted from the integrated experimental cross-sections a0. Our

theoretical Tn1 and K1 values calculated with the SkM* force are shown in Table 5 together

with the results for rri-x and E1. They are found to be slowly increasing as a function of

the mass number A in agreement with the experimental behaviour*'. Nevertheless, there

appears a large discrepancy in the absolute magnitude31'47>. This deviation is mainly due

to the high-energy component of <r(E) included in <ro through the integration appearing

in eq. (3.6). At these energies one should take into account 7r-threshold effects which of

course are not included in our evaluation of the Ki enhancement factor. Moreover, short-

range two-body correlation effects play a very important role there. One should think of

We take into account here experimental results which yield low Ki values for light
nuclei104).
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treating them in a phenomenological effective way. It is known that the tensor interaction

is most relevant for that. However, in the current parametrisation of the Skyrme-like

effective interactions, a tensor force is not explicitly included. (It was argued 5 6 ) that

its contribution to the ground-state energy has partially been taken into account in the

centre! and spin-orbit terms of the effective force. This 'renormalisation' of the effective

force can, however, not be expected to apply also to the calculation of the RPA moments

under discussion here.) The behaviour of K1 as a function of A, as well as the discrepancy

discussed above, appear also for the Gogny effective interaction100) which does not include

any tensor term, either. Consequently, these shortcomings do not seem to depend on the

zero-range or finite-range character of the central part of the force.

Table 5

Sum rules m _ i , m i , energy E\ and enhancement factor K\ for the GDR obtained semiclas-

sically (SC) with the SkM* force. Experimental values are from re / . 1 0 3 ) except for a) 16O

(data of re/.104); and for 6> 40Ca (older data of re/.105); see refs.104>i06) for a discussion

concerning this point.) The last column contains the estimates of the GDR energy from

the improved droplet model (DM) formula of ref.31*.

16 Q
40Ca
"Ca
56Ni
90Zr

1 4 0Ce
208Pb

[MeV-1Un2]

SC

0.215
0.682
0.861
1.069
2.054
3.889
7.047

Exp

0.205 ± 0.004
0.780 ± 0.016

—
—

1.63
3.67 ± 0.26
7.35 ± 0.51

[MeVfin2]

SC

107.0
279.6
328.4
395.8
636.8
980.6
1439

Exp

116 ± 12a>
446 ± 416>

—
—

808 ± 68
1210 ± 110
1840 ± 150

[MeV]

SC

22.3
20.2
19.5
19.2
17.6
15.9
14.3

EeXp
[MeV]

Exp

23.8 ± 0.5
19.8 ± 0.5

—
—

16.5 ± 0.2
15.0 ± 0.1
13.5 ± 0.2

* i

0.291
0.349
0.358
0.364
0.382
0.393
0.397

ED M
[MeV]

23.5
20.8
19.8
19.6
17.7
15.8
14.2

As we have seen in Sect. 2.1, the RPA 7rc_i sum rule must be evaluated through a

constrained Hartree-Fock (CHF) calculation. For the (J* = 1~,J = 1) mode, such calcula-

tions have been performed101*. In order to avoid such rather time consuming calculations

as well as many numerical difficulties appearing in CHF calculations, it is interesting to
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develop simple approximations mainly based upon the restriction of the variational space •

used in the constrained HF problem.

The simplest approximation is to assume a pure scaling of the wave functions. Using

the operator Q = D of eq.(3.5), this corresponds exactly to the Goldhaber-Teller (GT)

description of the dipole resonance, where neutrons and protons are displaced opposite to

each other without change of their respective densities. In the description of Migdal4', the

two densities are compressed and decompressed, without displacing their surfaces, in such

a way that a dipole oscillation is generated. Both these modes have been used in the liquid

drop model (LDM) framework4'11'12'31* for m-\ sum rules and energies E% = \/m%/mj.

The conclusion was that a suitable combination of the Goldhaber-Teller and the Migdal

modes is required to correctly describe the systematics of the GDR peak energy positions.

The calculation of m_i for the Midgal mode can naturally be improved using the

droplet model31 '102 '. However, the results remain too low compared to the experimental

ff_2 values. This discrepancy gives us the hint that here, too, one should better consider a

coupling between Tassie and Migdal modes. For that purpose, we use the semiclassical ETF

density functional method to solve the constrained variational problem 6{(H — XD'}} = 0

with the following trial functions for the polarized densities pq (q — n,p respectively):

dp0

_ Oi Oi vrq Io T \

Pq= Pq + *qzPq + 1Iq-ST (3-0

Here p°q denotes the equilibrium density whereas eq and rjq are variational deformation

parameters. The rri-i moments have then been calculated as polarisabilities according

to eq.(2.4). As compared to a simple GT or Migdal mode, one gets41 '109) significantly

increased m_! values. Such results, included in the first column (SC) of Table 5, agree

fairly well with the experimental values extracted from Integrated cross-sections o-_2. From

our results for TO_I and TO1, one may evaluate .E1 energies whose trend obviously reflects

the deficiency of our estimate for Tn1 discussed above (too low by ~ 20%). Also shown

in Table 5 is the energy EDM obtained from the droplet model formulae31' for m_! and

Tn1 corresponding to the Migdal mode (improved as described above). The good overall

agreement of EOM with the experimental GDR peak energies is, however, rather accidental

since both moments separately are too small as already mentioned.

We finally discuss the calculation of E3 energies in the generalized scaling approach.

Following the rather ad hoc prescription discussed in refs.66 '107), we have calculated E%
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(i.e. neglecting the enhancement factors /c* as in the isovector monopole case in Sect. 3.1)

for the dipole operator (3.5) corresponding to the pure Tassie mode. Table 6 gives in the

first column the results Eraaaie so obtained with the SkM* force for some spherical nuclei.

The values are close to the experimental peak energies for light nuclei, but systematically

too high for the heavy nuclei.

Table 6

Energies (in MeV) of the isovector electric dipole giant resonance for various collective

modes. The SkM* force is used here. Éexp are experimental energies10^ while E*£p are

smoothed energies obtained from the empirical formula5^ aA"1^ -\-j3A~^l3. For iHCa, the

value a* concerns the lowest isospin component of the GDRi06K

Nucleus

16 Q

40Ca

46Ca

56Ni

90Zr

140Ce

206Pb

Exasaie

22.5

20.3

19.8

19.5

18.1

16.7

15.4

EjUigdal

23.8

20.9

20.2

19.7

17.5

15.3

13.5

Ei

46.5
22.5

35.9
20.0

34.3
19.4

33.6
19.0

30.4
17.1

27.6
15.0

25.4
13.3

%mi

0.0
100.0

1.3
98.7

1.9
98.1

2.6
97.4

5.8
94.2

9.5
90.5

12.5
87.5

Eav

25.4

20.3

19.4

18.7

16.7

15.0

13.7

Eexp

23.8 ± 0.5

19.8 ± 0.5

19.5 ± 0.5a)

-

16.5 ± 0.2

15.0 ± 0.1

13.5 ± 0.1
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We have therefore extended the scaling approach by a diagonalization of two coupled

modes according to the method of Appendix 1.2 which we have successfully used for the

GMR resonances (see Section 3.1). We have hereby coupled the Tassie mode with the

Migdal mode defined through the variables rjq in the last term of eq.(3.7). The scaling

energies E3 corresponding to this pure Migdal mode are given in the second column in Table

6. The two eigenmodes Ei obtained after diagonalisation of the 2-dimensional problem are

given in the third column. The contributions (in %) of these eigenmodes to the dipole mi

r
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sum rule are also given. The lowest eigenenergies agree very well with the experimental

energies of the resonance. Whether or not this agreement survives an inclusion of the

neglected enhancement factors Kk, is of course an open question.

In summmary, the GDR is thus found to have a small Migdal component, from 0% in
16O (where the surface mode is of course dominant) to ~ 10 - 12% in heavy nuclei where

it lowers the energies by about 1 — 2 MeV. This trend is similar to that observed in the

results for the m_! sum rule using the same two-dimensional variational space.

3.3. Giant quadrupole resonances

In this section we evaluate sum rules and energies associated with the axial quadrupole

operator*^

Q = r2P2(cosd) = \{2z2 - x2 - y2) (3.8)

which creates isoscalar quadrupole vibrations (J = 0, Jff = 2+ ). Similarly to the case of

other isoscalar modes, the moments vn,\ and 7713 have been calculated semidassically (see

Sect. 2.3 and App. 2.5).

For this mode, we have also performed calculations of the moments m_\ and ra_3

which do not belong to a density variational approach but are done on a strictly micro-

scopical level, in order to demonstrate the necessity for such calculations of quantities

which are strongly affected by shell structure. Due to the availability of the numeri-

cal methods detailed in refs.34'76* we have evaluated these moments within the adiabatic

TDHF framework, which amounts to a CHF calculation with the external field Q yielding

In^1, and another CHF calculation with the external field P defined in eq.(2.6) yielding

Let us discuss briefly some calculations! details in order to assess the numerical accu-

racy of the calculated values for m_i, m—3 and thus EL1. HF single-particle states have

been expanded on 13 harmonic oscillator shells for 208Pb and 11 shells for all other nuclei.

Increasing the basis from 11 to 13 shells in 208Po yields an increase of m_i by about 6%

** for consistency with the general definition (2.20) of the Tassie operators, we take here
half the usual spectioscopic quadrupole operator (see e.g. ref.X1))
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and a decrease of m_3 by about 11%. This results in an increase of E-j by some 8.5%

which therefore represent a reasonable upper bound of the numerical error associated with

the basis truncation. To evaluate the m_i moments, we have performed CHF calculations

around the equilibrium quadrupole moment Qo (which is zero in all nuclei here). The

polarisability may then be deduced in various ways as sketched above in Sect. 2.1. The

spread of the numerical results obtained by the different methods never exceeds 3% of the

average values retained here.

Table 7 displays our results obtained with the SkM* force for some spherical nuclei.

Selfconsistent corrective terms similar to those introduced by Thouless and Valatin for the

rotational mode110* have been included. Their omission, which would correspond to the

Inglis cranking approximation111 ̂ , would lead to an underestimation of m_i by about 5%

for all nuclei considered here.

Tkble 7

Sum rules and energies for the GQR obtained with the SkM" force for some spherical

nuclei.

16O
i0Ca
**Ca
56Ni
90Zr

140Ce
208 p f e

TO-3

[fm4MeV-3]

0.029
0.225
20.4
73.5
135
380
85.5

7TO_i

[102Im4MeV-1]

0.114
0.660
2.75
6.75
18.1
47.5
40.3

n i l

[103En4MeV]

4.77
19.2
24.9
31.1
67.6
138
266

7TJ-3

[107Un4MeV3]

0.208
0.568
0.736
0.893
1.39
2.20
3.24

[MeV]

20.0
17.1
3.67
3.03
3.66
3.54
6.85

E1

[MeV]

20.5
17.1
9.53
6.79
6.11
5.39
8.14

E3

[MeV]

20.9
17.2
17.2
16.9
14.4
12.6
11.0

O~max

[MeV]

2.0
1.1

7.2

7.8

6.5

5.7
3.7

In order to compare the various moments calculated for different nuclei, it is useful

to discuss the global A-dependence which is of the form A2~* for the moment nik- This

dependence is explicitly recognized from eqs.(A.61) and (A.62) for m.j and m3, respectively.

The polarisabilty m_i is inversely proportional to a stiffness, i.e. a second derivative of

the total energy with respect to the quadrupole moment, and thus goes like As. Now, for

m_3 one knows62* that the mass parameter goes like A~5 in the scaling limit. Since such
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a mass parameter in the adiabatic case is proportional to m_3 /(m_i )2, it follows that 771-3

scales as A3.

From Table 7 and Fig. 7 below, one sees that m3 and Tn1 follow pretty well this general

A-dependence. This is hardly the case for m_i and even less for m—3, at least for nuclei

which are not spin-saturated (as e.g. 48Ca or 56JVi where the l / i subshell is filled but

not its spin-orbit partner). For the latter, low-energy (Ohu) excitations coexist with 2hu>

excitations of a giant resonance character, whereas the low-energy component is suppressed

by the Pauli principle hi spin-saturated nuclei (as e.g. 16O or 40Ca). The resulting strength

distribution is thus much more spread for not spin-saturated nuclei towards low excitation

energies. The effect of such a spreading is of course more noticeable in m_3 (or m_i )

than in 7713 (or mi ). Upon increasing A, the intrusion of more and more high-ji subshells

into lower shells washes out the distinction between OKu) and 2hto excitations, reducing

therefore the fluctuations with A of e.g. the adiabatic quadrupole mass parameter. (See

the discussion of ref.34'.)

The above discussion illustrates on one particular example the fact that the density

variational formalism mostly used in this paper is well suited for physical situations where

shell effects do not play any important role, and should otherwise be supplemented by an

explicit account of quanta! properties.

In Table 7 the upper bound (Tmax for the variance, defined in eq.(2.13), is also given.

Since this quantity includes Ei (and thus m_i ), one finds fluctuations in <rmaa. reflecting

those of m_i . For the quadrupole mode, the connection of the quantity crmox as defined

in eq.(2.13) with the width of the giant resonance is, however, meaningless in those nuclei

where an appreciable amount of the quadrupole strength is found in the low-lying (Ofiu>)

vibrations so that the strength function no longer exhibits a single peak.

The separate variation of E3 and E1 with A is displayed on Figure 7. One retrieves,

as expected for this mode, the approximate A~% dependence of E3 (as well as of Ei up

to the above discussed shell fluctuations). On this figure also, experimental GQR energies

EQ are reported (for references, see the compilation of Speth and van der Woude5) ). Our

calculated E3 values fall in most cases within the error bars. In ref.5), the following

parametrisation of EQ, extracted from ref. 22\

EQ =64.7 A~* (MeF) (3.9)
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has been deemed as providing a good reproduction of data for nuclei with A > 90; it is

shown in Figs. 7 and 8 by a solid line. From, a least-squares fit to our results with the

force SkM*, we find for the coefficient in eq.(3.9) rather the value 64.9 MeV.

recel

E3

A aj

the

Figure 7:

Energies E3 (squares) and Ei (crosses) evaluated for the quadrupole operator (3.8) with

the SkM* force. Experimental points from ref. 5^ (shown by heavy dots, their size indicating

the error bars). Solid line: eq.(3.9).

In Figure 8 we compare the energies E3 obtained for a series of Skyrme forces. The

variation is seen not to be very large. This is due to the fact that more than 95% of the

moment m3 is coming from the kinetic and the effective mass terms, whereas Coulomb,

spin-orbit and finite-range terms contribute less than 5% (see also ref.6)). The energy E3

for the GQR thus depends on the interaction only through the effective mass which can

roughly be characterized by its value m^, for infinite nuclear matter, a value which is quite

similar in all Skyrme forces used here (see Table 9). (A very weak force dependence also

comes, in principle, through the moment mi which is proportional to the mean squared

radius and thus fitted to be roughly the same for the different forces.)

EnI
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We finally point out that the isotopic variation of the GQR energy for Sn isotopes has

recently been measured carefully94). As seen on Figure 4 in Sect. 3.1 above, our calculated

E3 energies reproduce extremely well also these data. Such results (variation of .E3 with

A as well as with the neutron number N) confirm the relevance of the SkM* force also for

the description of the GQR properties.

E
[MeV]

30

20

10

n

L i 64.7 MeV

\ A1'3

iV /- 5V

t (I=O)

* • 1

I I

50 100 150 200

In

\

Figure 8:

Energies E3 for the GQR, evaluated for various Skyrme forces: SkM* (squares), Ska

(crosses), RATP (circles) and SIII (triangles). Solid line: eq.(3.9), representing the ex-

perimental peak values.

The good fit of the force SkM* is no big surprise since this force differs only in the

finite-range term Efin in (A.42) from the force SkM which was originally adjusted to the

GQR (and GMR) energies58^; in particular, the two forces have exactly the same infinite

matter properties including m ^ (see Table 9).

3.4 Giant octupole resonances

Up to now there is not much experimental knowledge about the isoscalar octupole

(J = 0, J* = 3~ ) giant resonance. The relative strength of the low multipolarity modes
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even in the region of ~ 100 MeV A~1/3 is still so large that octupole and higher modes are

difficult to be clearly detected. Nevertheless there are dear indications that a substantial

amount of octupole Tn1 strength is found in the region of 3hw excitations in several nuclei;

for a discussion of the experimental evidence we refer to the review of Bertrand112 ' . It

is therefore of some interest also to give theoretical predictions where the octupole giant

resonance should be expected. (See also the fluid dynamical calculations in ref.113).)

In our scheme we use the operator

= 23 -~z(x2+y2) (3.10)

to create a collective octupole vibration. With this operator it is, although straightforward,

a rather lengthy algebraic task to evaluate the commutators for the m3 sum rule. The

formulae for Tn1 and m3 are given in the Appendices 2.6 and 3. Combining eqs. (A.69)

and (A.77), we obtain for spherical nuclei in the semiclassical (ETF) approximation the

following contribution of the kinetic and effective mass terms to the 7773 moment:

mk
3

in +mlff = i ( ^ (3.H

where fq{r) = m/m*(r) contains the effective mass56). (The derivation of eq.(3.11) in-

volves a semiclassical density matrix expansion for the evaluation of the single-particle

angular momentum density, given in Appendix 3.) As in the case of the quadrupole gi-

ant resonance, the kinetic and effective mass contributions to TTI3 are the leading ones.

Coulomb and finite-range contributions (given in eqs.(A.70,A.71)) give 14% (in Ca) to 7%

(in Pb) to the total m3 ; they would be partially cancelled by the spin-orbit contributions

which were neglected here.

In Figure 9 we give the numerical results for the E3 energies, obtained both micro-

scopically (HF, with eq.(A.69)) and semiclassically, i.e. using the ETF functional r[p] in

It is worth noting that for a spherical nucleus we have no problems with the spurious

center of mass motion. (This would lead to an isoscalar dipole contribution to the mode,

which would have to be explicitly substracted.) To demonstrate this, we evaluate the

center of mass z(a) of the scaled density:

6/1
VO
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Figure 9:

Giant octupole resonance energies E3 for spherical nuclei, obtained with four different

Skyrme forces (symbols as in Fig. 8). The solid line gives a fit to the experimental

values.5'.1

[a) = I / po(t)e
aé* zd3r = - i —(O|a<

AJ Am m
O(<*5) . (3.12)

In the case of spherical symmetry where (z2) = | (r2) and the quadrupole moment (Q20)

is zero, this yields

m
( r 4 ) a 3 + 0 ( a 5 ) (3.13)

and therefore we get the center of mass contribution to the collective kinetic energy
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Kou(«,à) = f z\a) = | i (^J <r4)2 a4 à2 = O {at a = O) . (3.14)

In a deformed nucleus with nonzero quadrupole moment (Q20), the leading term of the

center of mass contribution to the collective kinetic energy is then

l / f t 2 \ 9m ô 2 2
KCM(<*) = r I — - r (V20) « • (3.15)

This has to be added to %Baà
2 = |(A2/m)23mA(r4)d2 , see eq.(A.64), leading thus to an

increased inertial parameter Ba. An estimation with typical quadrupole moments for rare

earth nuclei leads to an increase of Ba of 10 to 15%.

3.5. Temperature dependence of giant resonance properties

As already discussed in the Introduction and in more detail in Section 2.2, it is of

interest to investigate the giant resonances of highly excited nuclei in the statistical ap-

proximation. We refer to that section for the finite-temperature formalism and just recall

here that we treat the giant resonances as fast diabatic, isentropic vibrations around a

thermodynamically equilibrated ground-state at given temperature T.

A few remarks are appropriate about the parametrisation of the trial nuclear densi-

ties at finite temperature. Since an excited nucleus above nucléon evaporation threshold

is not stable, an artificial device has to be invented in the theoretical calculations in or-

der to treat it by a static variational principle such as the HF or the density variational

method. One procedure, advocated by Bonche and collaborators115'116^, is to embed the

nucleus in a background nucléon gas at thermodynamical equilibrium and to extract its

thermal properties from the variational solution by subtracting the background gas part

of the corresponding grand potential. Another procedure, treating the nucleus explicitly

as a metastable system117^, consists in including it in a box of finite radius and impos-

ing zero external pressure by suitable boundary conditions118'119^. A careful comparison

and discussion of the two procedures and their effects on the giant resonances at finite

temperatures is published elsewhere119*.

In our present work, we chose the somewhat more convenient approach to neglect
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Figure 10:

GR energies for the 206Pb nucleus, obtained with the SkM* force. Solid lines: HF, dashed
lines: ETF density variational results.

O+(J = 0); £3 (upper line) and Ei (lower line) with operator (A.42). The difference
(shaded area) is a measure for the width (see eq.(2.11)).

O+(J = 1); energy E1 including K1 using operator (A.4T)- Note the decrease of the shell
effect (difference between solid and dashed lines) with increasing temperature.

I - ( J = 1); energy E\ including Kj using operator (A.54) (see re/.47* for details).

2+(J = 0): energy E3 with operator (A.59).

the effect of any external nucléon gas and thus to force the variational densities to go to zero

in the outer surface as in eq.(2.36), even at finite temperatures (see also refs. 10.46'47<72>109) ).

This corresponds, on the microscopic level, to the neglect of the higher continuum states of

the nucléons in HF calculations39*, which was shown11S* to be a good approximation up to
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temperatures of ~ 4 MeV. We shall therefore not exceed a limit of 4 MeF temperature in

our calculations. To the extent that our results presented below are very similar to those

of a calculation where the subtraction procedure of Bonche et al. was used120 ', we can

expect that they do not depend crucially on a more sophisticated density parametrisation.

In the following we shall present a few selected results of GR energies and sum rules

as functions of the temperature T.

E [MeV]

1

Figure 11 :

2 3
T

U
[MeV]

Same as in Fig. W, but for the i0Ca nucleus. 3~{I = 0): energy E3 with operator (A.63).

For the isovector GMR (O+J = 1), also the energy E3 is shown and connected to Ex by

the dashed lines.

In Fig. 10 we present various GR energies of the nucleus 2O8P6 as functions of the

temperature T, evaluated with the SkM* force (see the detailed explanation in the figure
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caption). They are seen to vary very little (or not at all, in the case of the 2+ mode),

except for the isovector monopole (O+ , / = 1) case. The constancy of the GQR energy is

i not the result of a cancellation; the sum rule m3 is decreasing and the sum rule mj (i.e.

the r.m.s. radius) is increasing with temperature, but these variations are both very small,

o The decrease of the GMR (O+ ) Ei energies is mainly due to an increase of the monopole

polarisabilities (i.e. m- j ) with increasing T, in particular in the isovector case.

Similar results are shown in Fig. 11 for the nucleus 40Ca. The decrease of the

monopole GR energies with increasing temperature is stronger here than in P6, which

explains itself by the fact that this nucleus 'consists' mainly of surface and thus is softer.

(The decrease of the finite-nucleus incompressibility KA - see Fig. 12 below - is stronger

than that of saturated (infinite) nuclear matter which dominates the Pb nucleus.) We have

also included here the energy E3 for the octupole GR (3~,J = 0). It shows a somewhat

strange bump, although very weak, as a function of temperature. This variation is not

a shell effect, since the HF and semiclassical results here agree within less than a few

hundred keV. It was also observed in ref.50). The GDR energies ( 1 ~ , / = 1) are not

shown here; they lie within an MeV of the GQR ( 2 + , / = 0) energies and have the same

weak temperature variation as in the case of 208 Pb seen in Fig. 10.

The increasing discrepancies between HF and semiclassical energies, seen for the

monopole (O+ ) rnor s at temperatures higher than 3 MeV, must be ascribed to the trunca-

tion of the single-particle level spectrum used in the HF code which is, in fact, too restricted

at theses temperatures in this light nucleus. A more rigorous numerical treatment of the

continuum states, as e.g. done in ref. 1 1 5 \ would be appropriate here.

An interesting quantity is the incompressibility KA
cal, which is proportional to m3,

see eq.(A.46). It is shown as a function of temperature for two nuclei in Figure 12. The

decrease of this quantity from T = 0 to T = 4 MeV -13% in Pb and 17% in Ca - is stronger

than that of the infinite nuclear matter incompressibility K00 (which is of 9% only 10-121) ).

; This increased temperature effect can be understood in terms of a 'leptodermous' or liquid

drop model type expansion of K*A
cal 1 0 '1 2 2) . The leading (or volume) term of A'^cai is K00

which for the SkM* force equals 217 MeV at T = 0 (see Table 9 in the Appendix). The

ae surface correction is strongly negative and reduces it (apart from Coulomb, curvature and

re asymmetry effects) to values around 140 MeV at T = 0. This negative surface contribution
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is increasing with temperature as the surface of the nucleus becomes more diffuse, and has

therefore a larger effect in Ca than in Pb.

i

t

l

I!

KA

[MeVl
140

120

100

SkM* \

-

0
T [MeV]

Figure 12:

Incompressibility K£al (A.46) of the nuclei 208Pb and *• Ca, obtained with the SkM* force,

versus temperature T.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to directly compare our calculated variation of the GDR

energy with the experimental one36'37* due to deformation and rotational effects and the

associated error bars. An assessment of such a variation (or, possibly, the variation or

constancy of other GR energies) would yield a very important constraint on the nuclear

equation of state in the low-temperature range considered here. The latter plays an impor-

tant role in model calculations of a supernova explosion (see, e.g., ref.123*), hi particular

through the value of the nuclear matter incompressibility K00. The apparent contradic-

tion between the values of K00 (of the order of 150 MeV) required in ref.123) and the

values ~ 210 - 230 MeV found in the analysis of the GMR energies (see Fig. 2) can, in
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fact, easily be explained in terms of the temperature variation of K00
 10'121' if the relevant

temperature of the collapsing star is of the order of 8 - 10 MeV 123<124>.

Throughout this paper, we have neglected the pairing interactions. In the context

of the present discussion of temperature dependences, the question arises how a phase

transition from paired to normal state could affect the properties of the giant resonances

discussed here. Within the crude BCS approximation, such a phase transition is expected

around temperatures of 0.5 — 1 MeV for infinite nuclear matter. For finite nuclei it is clear

that a sharp phase transition cannot occur in a more appropriate treatment of pairing

correlations which one then expects to disappear slowly with increasing temperature. It

has, indeed, been shown125) how thermal fluctuations together with a proper account of

spurious particle number fluctuations wash out a sharp phase transitions. The GDR of

the nucleus 58JVi has been studied recently in the finite-temperature RPA framework126'.

It was found that the inclusion of thermal fluctuations and a removal of particle number

fluctuations lead to a very weak temperature dependence of the centroid energy Ë of

the GDR, such that the latter can be obtained in a good approximation using simply

the ground-state pairing gap A(T=O) at all temperatures. Knowing that the GR energy

positions are very little affected by pairing effects at zero temperature (see, e.g., ref31^), we

may thus conclude that the picture which we have obtained in the present studies would

not be changed appreciably by the proper inclusion of pairing correlations.
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4. Summary and conclusions

We have presented a consistent density variational approach to the study of electric

giant resonances, both isoscalar and isovector, of spherical nuclei. We start from a mi-

croscopic RPA sum rule description which takes full advantage of the simple analytical

form of the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction in use here, namely the Skyrme force. We

obtain variational solutions for the nuclear ground state through a minimisation of the

total (free) energy in a suitably chosen space of (local) trial densities, employing the gra-

dient expansion of the total energy density functional within the extended Thomas-Fermi

framework up to 4th order in h. From these static equilibrium densities we then calculate

the dynamical quantities required for the description of the giant resonances, namely the

first and third moments (mj and 7113, respectively) of the strength functions associated to

the chosen excitation operators.

As a result of our calculations, the moments m-y and m3 are shown to be practically

unaffected by shell effects; the quantitative agreement between semiclassical and micro-

scopical Hartree-Fock results for these moments provides a nice justification of the semi-

classical approximation used here. In the lower-order moments, however, shell effects do in

general play an important role. For isoscalar quadrupole deformations, the availability of

Hartree-Fock codes for both potential energy surfaces and adiabatic mass parameters has

led us to evaluate also the moments m_j and m_3 incorporating the required shell effects.

Throughout this work we have used the SkM* parametrisation of the effective Skyrme

force10 '5 '), hi some cases, however, other parametrizations have been employed for the

sake of a systematical comparison. The SkM* force, shown to yield good saturation and

surface properties within the whole stability valley, appears from the present results to be

rather well suited also for the description of harmonic collective modes, as will be briefly

summarized.

In the monopole modes (both isoscalar and isovector), the correct reproduction of the

experimental giant resonance energies in light nuclei requires a description of the collective

vibration in terms of more than a single scaling mode. Two modes have been considered

which correspond to bulk and surface breathing vibrations. By coupling these two modes

we reproduce correctly the A-dependence of the measured breathing mode energies as well

as the fact that in light nuclei half (or more) of the isoscalar monopole strength is missing
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in the observed O+(/ = 0) states. Within the family of Skyrme forces considered and the

Hartree-Fock 4- RPA framework used, we strongly confirm that the experimental breathing

mode energies are only compatible with values of the nuclear bulk incoinpressibility A00

inferior to 230 - 250 MeV. This is, however, not in contradiction with the lower values

required in supernovae calculations123'124*, if the temperature dependence of A'oo is taken

into account.

For the isovector dipole mode, where extensive information on the relevant strength

function is available, we reproduce rather well the experimental m_! moments; also the ob-

tained TTi1 moments are qualitatively consistent with experimental findings. Using, again.

a two-dimensional description by coupling surface (Goldhaber-Teller) and volume (Migdal )

dipole oscillations, we reproduce very well the average A-dependence of the experimental

GDR energies, hereby showing evidence that the volume (Migdal) mode becomes more and

more important upon increasing the nucléon number. The question to which extent the

Hartree-Fock approach (and a fortiori its semiclassical alternative) should reproduce the

enhancement factor beyond the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn sum rule remains, however, open.

The experimental energies of the (isoscalar) giant quadrupole resonances are very well

reproduced by our calculated E$ energies, also for a series of recently measured Sn isotopes.

Shell effects on the moments Tn^1 (or m_3, respectively) result in large deviations with

respect to the A7/3 (or A3, respectively) bulk variation for a A-nucleon system.

Although not much systematic experimental evidence is available on the high-lying,

giant resonance type (I = 0) octupole strength, we have calculated the energies E3 also

for this mode.

Our approach has been generalized and applied to the finite temperature case, or

more specifically to excited nuclei. Since for giant resonance modes it is likely that one

is dealing with a fast diabatic process, one has to scale the wave functions with fixed

fennion occupation probabilities in evaluating TO1 and m3 moments, which clearly leads

to an isentropic motion which is not quasi-static. We find that the temperature variation

of the giant resonance energies is in general rather weak.

The limitations of the present studies are twofold: they deal only with electric modes

and they concern only spherical nuclei. Work is currently under progress to extend this

approach to deformed nuclei98 '. A corresponding study of magnetic modes would be

very valuable and timely for the purpose of determining more accurately the relevant
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components of the Skyrme effective force, which still are rather poorly known. (See,

however, ref.60).)

As discussed in Sect. 2.3, our method has much in common with the so-called fluid

dynamical approach 19~23l65~6Q '107). We have, however, the advantage of dealing with

realistic smooth density profiles instead of step functions, and of being capable to include

also the nonlocal parts of the effective nuclear force, i.e. spin-orbit and effective mass

terms, and the Coulomb interaction. As a possible drawback one might take the fact

that, at present, the eigenmodes for a given multipolarity have to be guessed in the form

of the excitation operators Q (or the corresponding velocity fields u), even though a lot

can be gained here by using physical intuition. On the other hand, the 'coupled-modes'

extension of the scaling approach which we used successfully in the monopole and the dipole

case, can be taken as a first step towards a more general and systematic variation and/or

coupling of various operators (or velocity fields) which generate a RPA-like spectrum134 '.

It might be interesting to note that such an approach, combined with the semiclassical

density variational method, has recently been shown to be well suited for the description

of collective excitations of the electrons in metal clusters127'134).

It is interesting also to compare our results for the RPA moments m*. obtained for

the isoscalar O+ and 2+ modes for light nuclei with those of generator coordinate method

calculations28' with the same force SkM*. In the case of the breathing mode of 40Ca (see

our results given in Table 2 of Sect. 3.1), the m_i values agree within 5%, but the mj

values are at variance by ~ 13%. This most likely reflects the rather limited character

of the variational space used in ref.28J, preventing thus a more accurate prediction of mfc

moments with k > 0. As to the quadrupole mode for which our results are shown in Table

7 of Sect. 3.3, the values of the moments m_3 and m_i obtained in the two approaches for

the nuclei 16O and 40Ca agree within an error margin of 2 — 4%. The mi values, however,

disagree by <•-> 10%, similarly to the monopole case, and the m3 values even more.

It was not the purpose of the present paper to present a systematic analysis of all

the detailed experimental data which today are available on nuclear giant resonances. We

rather wanted to illustrate our semiclassical RPA sum rule approach by way of typical

examples for the most prominent modes. More detailed analyses and extensions to de-

formed nuclei and to other spin-isospin modes have been left to future work. Nevertheless,

it seems already clear that this approach using the SkM* Skyrme force does reproduce in
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a satisfactory way the main trends of observed giant resonance energies for both isovector

and isoscalar electric modes.
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Appendix

1. Scaling approach to isoscalar modes

1.1 One-dirnensional case

Assume that for a given Hamiltonian with kinetic energy T and potential energy V

(A.I)

one has

\H,Q] = [T,Q] , (A.2)

i.e. the operator Q commutes with the potential energy. This holds for isoscalar, local

operators Q in connection with Skyrme forces 6>34\ The moments 7713 and mi denned in

eqs. (2.3a) and (2.3b) then have a simple physical meaning, as we shall see. We first define

the scaling operator S by

= [t,Q] = | ( (A.Z)

where

u(r) = VQ(r) . (AA)

The operator S creates a deformed (or scaled) state by means of a unitary transfor-

mation of the HF ground state:

\a)=e-aS\0) . (A.5)

Hereby the real variable a is called scaling parameter and is understood as a collective

variable a(t). The time-dependent one-body density is then

wht

so.

wh

FK

inn

It

idc

stil

p(r,t) = * (r' t t) I' = e-Q ( ( V-u ) + u-vV(r) , (A.6)
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where (pi (r,a) axe the scaled HF single particle wavefunctions*':

(A.T)

and p(r) is the density of the HF ground state. One immediately sees now that

d

—/>(r,a) = - V - ( p u ) ,

so that u ( r ) is recognized as a displacement field defining a velocity field

(A.8)

v(r,f) = à(*) u (r)

which satisfies the continuity equation

(4.9)

From eq. (A.3) one then sees that the moment m^PA is proportional to the hydrodynamical

inertial parameter Ba at the ground state (a — 0):

Ba = p(p) (AAl)

It is interesting to note that for the particular scaling dynamics described here, Ba is also

identical to the cranking (or Inglis) inertia (see ref.64^)

(A.12)
n>0

-E0

Due to eq. (A.5), the moment m^PA is seen to be one-half of the harmonic oscillator

stiffness parameter Ca of the scaled HF energy:

For simplicity we shall use one and the same symbol for a one-body operator whether it
acts on a single-particle wavefunction or on a Slater determinant of the A-particle system.
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Thus, the energy E$ in eq. (2.8) is equal to the first vibrational excitation energy of the

collective Hamiltonian

1
2J

in the harmonic approximation:

(A.14)
jo.

(A15)

1.2 Multidimensional modes

The scaling approach is easily generalized to the case of several collective scaling

variables. Let us assume that one starts from a set of variables a = {

corresponding displacement fields Ui (r) such that

p(r,t) = p(r,a(t)) , (AM)

dp
+ V • (p va) = 0

One may define accordingly the scaling operators

1 2^

which create multidimensionally "deformed" Slater determinants \a):

{A.18)

M

The collective potential energy then will be

(A.19)

and the stiffness tensor Cij is defined by
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Ca = (a\H\«)\ =<0|[5i,[5j,Jff]]|0> . (A.21)
3 = 0

(Note that, even though the Si may not commute amongst each other, C'ij is symmetric if

)0) is the HF ground state of H.) The inertial tensor Bij is straightforwardly found from

the velocity fields UJ:

By = m J ui(p) • Uj(F) p(r) <Pr

so that the collective Hamiltonian in the harmonic approximation is

(A.22)

1
2

M

(A23)

From the system of M coupled oscillators (A.23), one finds M eigenmodes with frequencies

(Vn and eigenvectors X^ by solving the secular equations

Af

(A.24)

which is equivalent to diagonalizing the matrix (B 1C)^. The corresponding unitary

transformation matrix TJij and its transposed matrix Ufj then define some diagonal matri-

ces C and B by

(4.25)

so that

(;4.26)

From now on, Uj shall be the velocity fields of the eigenmodes fulfilling the orthogonality

relation

/
Ui-Uj

m
(A.27)
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We shall now prove some restricted sum rules. Let Q = Q(r) be a local, spin and

isospin independent operator whose gradient lies in the space spanned by the Uj, so that

M

(A.2S)

with

Oi = ^ / (VQ) • uiPd\ . (A.29)

The squared transition matrix elements of Q from the ground state to the one-phonon

state \i) (with energy ftu;,) can be shown in the semiclassical limit to be68*

(A.ZO)

where dpi is the transition density

Cci

eqj

(B«

opl

or

(A.31)

Using eqs. (A.28) and (A.30) one gets after a partial integration

<i|Q|O)| =^P^- . (4.32)
lac 2fJl W{

With this, the energy-weighted sum rule contribution of the one-phonon states is

Tn1(Q) =

On the other hand, with eqs. (A.ll), (A.27) and (A.28) one finds

(A.33)

= 21WQJT1Q]]IO) = ^
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Comparing eqs. (A.34) and (A.33) we see that the mi sum rule of an operator fulfilling

eq. (A.28) is exhausted by the one-phonon states corresponding to the M eigenmodes u,

(see also ref.128* ). Similarly, we find that the cubic-energy weighted sum rule for the same

operator is also exhausted by the same states, noting that with eqs. (A.26) and (A.33)

one has

2m2

M
(A35)

and with (A.18) and (A.21) - after diagonalisation -

M

A

(.1.36)

A more rigorous derivation of this generalized scaling coupled-modes approach from the

HF+RPA framework is discussed in ref.134^.

2. Explicit expressions of operators and sum rules for Skyrme forces

2.1 The Skyrme energy in the HF-approximation

The total intrinsic energy of a nucleus

•Eto* = + Enuc.pot. + (il.37)

is the sum of kinetic, nuclear potential and Coulomb energy. For a Skyrme force in the

HF approximation, the nuclear potential energy can be written56) in terms of the local

nucléon densities (q = n,p)

Mr) = ,*) |2n? , (A.38)
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i\\e kinetic energy densities

T,(r) = X;|Vrf(p,a)|an| , (4.39)

and the spin-orbit densities

where yz' (r,a) are the single particle wavefunctions with orbital, spin and isospin quantum

numbers i, s and q, respectively, and n? are the occupation numbers. This holds even for

generalized Skyrme forces, where the density dependent term contains a variable power er

of the density 34*. For later reference, let us add here the angular momentum densities (for

spherical nuclei)

Defining the total densities p = pp + pn, r = rp + Tn, and analogously J and A, let us Th

now write down the Skyrme potential part of the total energy and introduce some names

for the different terms:

I
Etot = Ekin + E0 + E3 + Eeff + Ef in + Eao + Ecoui (AA2)

with

h2 t
'kin — â— / i" d r , (kinetic energy)

£o = 2*0 J | ( l + y ) p2 - (x0 + ^J (pi + pi)] d3r , (zero-range term)

(density dependent term)
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+ 1*2 U 2 + ̂ J - h [*1 + 2 ) I + Tn

(effective mass term)

-à/{h (i+?)-/{
», («1 + I ) +<2 (x, + I)]

(finite-range term)

= i W0 / [ J • Vp + Jp • V pp + J n • V/>n] ̂
3T-, (spin-orbit energy )

=2e J ̂ (r) y FTPj -
(Coulomb energy)

The Coulomb exchange energy has, as usually, been evaluated in the Slater approximation.

In Table 8 we list the parameters of the Skyrme forces which have been used in this

paper.

Table 8:
Parameters of the Skyrme forces used in tfiis article.

(References: SIII 129\ SkA1Z0), SkM* 10'57) and RATP13i).)

Force

t0 [MeV fin3]
*! [MeV fin5]
t2 [Mev fin5]
t3 [Mev fin3+3a]
X0

Xl

» 2

X3

a
W0 [MeV fin5]

SIII

-1128.75
395.00
-95.00

14000.00
0.45
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.00

120.00

SkA

-1602.78
570.88
-67.70
8000.00

-0.02
0.00
0.00

-0.286
1/3

125.00

SkM*

-2645.00
410.00

-135.00
15595.00

0.09
0.00
0.00
0.00
1/6

130.00

RATP

-2160.00
513.00
121.00

11600.00
0.418

-0.360
-2.290
0.586

1/5
120.00
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The infinite nuclear matter properties obtained (at zero temperature) with these

Skyrme forces, and referred to at various places of this paper, are given in Table 9.

Table 9:

Properties of infinite nuclear matter, in usual notation, for the Skyrme forces used in

this article.

Force

Poo [fin"3]
av [MeV]
K00 [MeV]
J [MeV]
Tn00Zm
r0 [fin]
kF [fin"1]

SIII

0.1435
-15.857

355.4
28.16

0.76
1.180
1.291

SkA

0.1554
-15.997

263.2
32.91
0.61

1.154
1.320

SkM*

0.1603
-15.776

216.7
30.03
0.79

1.142
1.334

RATP

0.1599
-16.052

239.6
29.26

0.67
1.143
1.333

wr

oi

CO

2.2 The isoscalar monopole resonance (L = 0 , / = 0):

For the sake of completeness, we repeat here the results for the isoscalar resonance,

which have been derived by Bohigas et al.6) . The Werntz-Uberall-model29) with the

single-particle excitation operator
wi

ce.

,he

(A43)

leads to a simple scaling transformation (A.7) of the single-particle wave function

Wl
,3)

(A.44)

and

T l u s &ves simple expressions for the sum rules:

= 2—A(r2)
m
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m3 = 2 ( — ) \AEkin + 9E0 + 25(Eeff + Efin + Eao) + 9(1 + <r)2 E3 + ECoui\
\ m ' (A.46)
/fc2\ 2

= 2 ( — ) AKT1 ,

where K£al is the 'scaling incompressibility' of the finite nucleus.

2.3 The isovector monopole resonance (L = 0,1 = 1):

In the isovector monopole case a simple ansatz for an operator which, in lowest order

of a liquid drop type expansion, keeps the total density constant (i.e. contains no isoscalar

contributions) is

A

Q = V kir\ (AAl)

with

with r(i) being twice the third component of the isospin in the single-particle state \i)

(Note that in the case N = Z- A/2, ki becomes identical to ^r(i).) The scaling trans-

formation for the single-particle wavefunctions then is

<pï (r,a) = e3k" V? (e2fc'"r) . (A.50)

With eq. (A.47) the energy weighted sum rule becomes
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(A.51)

where K1 is the enhancement factor (see eq. (2.17a))

There is no such simple expression for the plus three energy weighted sum rule like in the

isoscalar case. But using eq. (A.50), the leading term m§ eq. (2.18b) can be calculated

straightforwardly by using

danrq

dr-
da"Tq

dr-
dan

a = 0

a = 0

Q = O

O = O

(A.53)

4 ( P - V ) ] } n

in evaluating the differentiations in eq. (A.13).

2.4 The isovector dipole resonance (L = 1,1 = 1):

like for all multipolarities L larger than zero, we choose for the space dependent

part of the excitation operator the Tassie operator (2.20). To avoid isoscalar contributions

which would lead to a spurious center of mass motion, it is again necessary to weigh the

isospin dependent part of the excitation operator with the ratios fcj (A.48) of proton and

neutron numbers:

Q = i Z i •
(A54)

t = l

This again leads to a simple form of the transformation equation (A.7):
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(4.55)

where ez is the unity vector in z-direction, and to the energy weighted sum rule

NZ

with the following explicit form of the enhancement factor:

(4.56)

Evaluating the leading term of the plus three energy-waighted sum rule eq. (2.18b), which

in the present case is just the restoring force parameter for a translational oscillation of

neutrons against protons, we find

r 4 = T f -

2){a I)JJ • Vpnd
3r

«» + \)"J P°-2VPv ' Vpn [((T - 1) (pj + pi) + 2p2} d\

(l + I s 1 ) + t2 (l + Ix2)J / (Tp Apn + Tn App) A

! (l + | x i ) - h (l + !*a)l J APp Apn êr

J ( v . J p A p n + V- J n App)d3rl . (4.58)

(Note that the Coulomb and kinetic energies do not contribute to the restoring force since

they are translationally invariant. In fact, the only contributions come from those terms

in the total energy which include products of neutron and proton densities.)
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2.5 The isoscalar quadrupole resonance (L = 2, J = 0):

Like in the isoscalar monopole case we quickly review the old results of Bohigas et

al.6) for the isoscalar quadrupole case. With the excitation operator

Q = £>? P2 ('COB*) = - £ (\x\ + \y\ - A (4.59)
i = l i ^

the transformation equation (A.7) reads

¥ 3 f ( r ,a)=^(e-"a : ,e - ' ' t , ,e 2 ^) . (4.60)

= (Ï-) \4Ekin + 4Ee// + AEfin + Eao -mk
3
in = (Ï-) \4Ekin + 4E e / / + AEfin + Eao - ^Couz] • (4.62)

I 2.6 The isoscalar octupole resonance (L = 3,1 — 0):

The Tassie excitation operator for the isoscalar octupole resonance is

t = l

Assuming spherical symmetry of the nuclear ground state, it is easy to express the energy

weighted sum rule as

The kinetic part of the plus three energy weighted sum rule,

69

is ra

tionThis leads, for spherical systems, to the following expressions of the sum rules
wit

sph
Tn1 = (—)A(T2) (4.61)

and

k
3
in = (Ï-) \4Eki + 4 E / / + AEfi + E - ^ C z ] (462) a n d



mk
3

in = \

= 9 ( ^ ) (0|-6,2C - 3z2

\ (2d2 + x2?yy) - 3(x2 + y2 )d\z -\

6zdz(xdx+ydy)-6zdz-2{xdx+ydy)0) , (4.65)

is rather complicated to evaluate, since no closed form can be given for the scaled wavefunc-

tions y?'(r,a). Even if the whole nucleus has spherical symmetry, the single-particle states

with £ ̂  0 are deformed. But assuming a nucleus with filled £-orbits - this guarantees

spherical symmetry of the total density - we can average over all mi -values

and then easily evaluate the different terms in (A.65) in terms of three £-averaged operators

* , = <•<&>,

(A.67)

The full kinetic part of the m^ sum rule then yields

mr = Ô

(A.68)
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This result is quantum-mechanically exact. For application in energy density variational

calculations, we need to express the angular momentum density X(r) through the local den-

sity p(r). This can be done in a semiclassical density matrix expansion which is described

in Appendix 3 below.

The contribution of the effective mass term, Eeff, in eq.(A.42) can, after some partial

integrations, be combined with the kinetic term to yield (for a spherical nucleus)

[6r2rg(r) + Xq(r)} {AM)

where Tn*(r) is the effective mass56). The expression (A.69) was also derived in refs. 132<133).

For completeness we quote here also the finite-range and the Coulomb contributions

for the octupole GR, valid for a spherical nucleus132);

(A.70)

= -(—\ ^-(Aire)2 [°°r3p{T)dr Tr12P(T1 )dr' .
V m / ' Jo Jo

(Eq.(A.7O) is, strictly speaking, only correct if pn = pp, bi'.t holds within 0.1% for the total

ni3 for all nuclei considered here. The exact expression is easily inferred from eqs. (A.42)

and (A.70).)

3. Semiclassical angular momentum density (for one kind of particles)

In the evaluation of E3 for the octupole GR, we need the angular momentum density

A(r) defined in terms of the single-particle density matrix by

1
(A.72)

T=T'

Using center-of-mass and relative coordinates R, s we can rewrite the density matrix

/>(r',r) = i>(R,s). In these coordinates the q, operator yields
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h _ |

(A.TA)
S=O

To evaluate this expression semiclassically through the local density p(r), we make

use of the gaussian density matrix expansion (GDME)73* which gives to lowest order

/>(R,s) =/>(R)e~a"S , (4.74)

where p(FL) is the local single-particle density and a is chosen to yield the correct kinetic

energy density r (see ref.T3' for details):

2
T»(R)

(A.75)

with T* = T — j Ap. The angular momentum density then is easily found in terms of the

local densities

A(r) = |r2r(r) - J ^r • Vp(r) , (A.76)

and we get the semiclassical expectation value of the squared angular momentum operator

after some partial integrations
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In order to demonstrate the good quality of this semiclassical (GDME) approximation,

we show in Figure 13 the density A(r), evaluated exactly according to eq. (A.41) and

semiclassically with eq. (A.76), for the nucleus 208P6.

Mr,*5

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0

0 1 2 3 U 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
rlfml

f i l l

/

1 1 1 1

I I I

\

\

1 I I I I

—-- Semiclassical
HF

2 0 8Pb
SkM*

I 1 1 I I

Figure 13:

Total angular momentum density X(r) for 2 0 8Pe. Solid line: exact result (A.41), dashed

line: semiclassical result (A.76) for the SkM* force.

The integrated squared angular momenta are shown in Figure 14 for a series of spher-

ical nuclei (connected by straight lines), calculated with different Skyrme forces. Note

that the exact result depends on the force only through the ordering of the occupied single

particle levels, which is the same here for all forces.

Toil

spbl

for]
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Figure 14:

Total angular momentum squared 5 ^ 4 ( 4 + 1 ) as a function of particle number A for some

spherical nuclei. Solid line: exact values; broken lines: semiclassical values for different

forces. (We have calculated only the values for some spherical nuclei and connected the

results with straight lines.)
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